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ABSTRACT
This thesis analyzes the impact of form-based codes, focusing on two research questions:
(1) What is the underlying motivation for adopting a form-based code? (2) What
motivations have the most significant impact on development outcomes?
This thesis answers these two questions through an evaluation of form-based code
literature and an analysis of three recent form-based codes case studies: SmartCode for
Taos, New Mexico, Downtown Specific Plan for Ventura, and SmartCode for Leander,
Texas. For each case study, this thesis reviews the historical context of each community,
the political process that brought about the form-based code, and the components of the
coding document. After considering all three case studies, this thesis formulates
conclusions about a range of motivations underlying the use of form-based codes as well
as which motivations will have the most significant impact on how form-based codes will
shape the built environment.
Form-based coding is a relatively new regulatory tool, and has recently been standardized
through the creation of the Form-Based Codes Institute (FBCI) in 2005. Using the
FBCI's criteria for a form-based code, this thesis evaluates the components of each case
study's coding document. Insight into each coding document is supplemented by
personal interviews, site visits and background materials that paint a holistic picture of
what each community is striving to achieve through a form-based code. The range of
motivations for a form-based reached within the conclusion of this thesis include:
1. Preservation of Community Character
2. Creation of Community Character
3. Economic Development
4. Affordable Housing
5. Control of Sprawl
This list does not represent a complete range of motivations for all form-based codes, but
rather the motivations uncovered from the cases reviewed in this thesis. Based on these
motivations, the author makes a conclusion that Preservation of Community Character
has the most significant impact on the built environment. This conclusion is based on
literature on city form theory that suggests history provides security through the built
form and thus is significant to the psychological and physical nourishment of its
inhabitants. This psychological stability is more powerful than any other motivation and
will have a lasting impact on how the city evolves into the future.
Thesis Supervisor: Terry Szold
Title: Adjunct Associate Professor of Land Use Planning
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH CONTEXT
1.1 Research context - From Euclidean zoning to form-based codes
Zoning has guided design and development through much of the 2 0 th century and now
into the 21 st century. Until the 1920's cities were lightly regulated and early settlers
produced places of great character that has shaped our "American Identity" to this day.
Manhattan, Boston, Chicago, Kennebunkport, and Santa Barbara are all examples of city
form entrusted in the hands of professionals and created with little public input'. Post
1920's and post civil war, American cities were industrializing at a dangerous pace and
with little legal restrictions on development, the face of the American city was seen as
"unhealthy" socially, aesthetically, and economically 2 . The first zoning codes were
enacted to combat rapid growth in hopes of "sanitizing" the city. Olmstead and City
Beautiful dominated city planning ideas and practice with beautification through nature
and civic pride. The separation of uses and densities by creating "zones" within the city
became the dominant trend of this time, not only separating incompatible uses but also
segregating social classes. Post World-War II development produced disorderly urban
growth with the "American Dream" being the detached single family home in suburbia3 .
This "sprawling" development pattern was enabled partially by the creation of highways
and car ownership and spurred the beginning of disinvested, declining cities and
homogenous, car-dependent suburbs. Once vibrant downtown centers became parking
lots for commuters, changing the value of land and further restricting development
through building height requirements. Most importantly, the city-centered urban quality
that once symbolized American Identity was being destroyed by sprawling suburban
1 Polyzoides, 2008
2 Kunstler, 1993
3 Burchell and Downs, 2005
development4 . It is clear that the evolution of conventional zoning played a significant
part in the destruction of American traditional urbanism and creation of anti-urban
attitudes.
Fortunately, the serious need for sustainable development and global awareness reached
the masses in the form of environmental concern. Baby boomers and generation X alike
not only recognize the importance of living more compactly from a sustainability
perspective, but also prefer the social and economic attributes of denser living as a
lifestyle preference5 . Public awareness and the formation of sustainable development
principles in urban planning and architecture can be attributed to the Smart Growth
initiatives that support and educate alternatives to suburban sprawl. These initiatives that
have generated state-level policy include the rebuilding of the urban core, retrofitting
underutilized commercial and industrial lands, and focusing on development around
transit and pedestrian access.
In 1993, the Congress of New Urbanism (CNU) was formed with the purpose of
reforming development and planning practice in the US and worldwide within the
overarching Smart Growth Principles6 . New Urbanists quickly recognized the importance
of zoning codes and regulatory devices in shaping the built environment and attributed
lack of sustainable building practices and thought to traditional Euclidean zoning. As
stated by Duany Plater Zyberk (DPZ) principal Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk, "The imperative
being sought by the CNU and its members is that cities become once again livable,
4 Kunstler, 1993
' Crawford Interview, 2008
6 Crawford, 2008
prosperous, socially enabling, and beautiful. 7" In addition to environmental
sustainability, New Urbanists championed communities that brought people back into an
urban environment through the mix of uses, and promotion of more compact
development styles as seen in most pre-1920 communities. The CNU has influenced
many modern-day planners and continues to grow through its prolific literature and
influential leaders - especially in today's planning and architecture world where New
Urbanism is the closest example of a normative theory of good city form8.
In more recent years, form-based zoning has become one of the preferred tools for
implementing New Urbanist ideas, and is gaining notoriety as a positive alternative to
traditional Euclidean zoning. Form-based codes are especially attractive because they are
a means of regulating city development through a community driven vision of what a
city's form should look like rather than where uses should and should not be located. In
theory, form-based codes will produce more pedestrian-friendly, context sensitive,
design-driven, and implementable development outcomes thus enhancing a community's
identity and long-term sustainability 9. There has been a dramatic increase in the number
of communities that have recently adopted and are in the process of adopting a form-
based code. However, due to the short-time period in which these interventions have
taken place, it is too soon to know the exact impact that this zoning mechanism has had
on city form outcomes.
7 Crawford, 2008
8 Ellis and Talen, 2002
9Crawford, 2008
1.2 Research Questions
Form-based coding has only recently emerged as a viable regulatory option for
communities, and thus the literature is limited. In recent years, articles and books on
form-based codes providing general information has significantly increased covering
topics ranging from placemaking to sustainability. However, there is little information on
whether or not form-based code outcomes have successfully achieved their intended
goals. This is to be expected considering the short time frame in which form-based codes
have been used. Therefore, most of my hypotheses and conclusions will be based on
what I have learned from existing literature, case study visits, and interviews.
One caveat that will be addressed in the next chapter and throughout the thesis is what
defines a form-based code since there are a range of examples and nomenclature. For
this thesis, I will use the Form-Based Codes Institute (FBCI) definition, which says it is
"A method of regulating development to achieve specific urban form. Form-based codes
create a predictable public realm primarily by controlling physical form, with a lesser
focus on land use, through city or county regulations.10" In this thesis I analyze three
different case studies, supported by more general research about form-based codes, to ask
two important questions:
(1) What is the range of motivations that underlie the adoption of form-based codes
across communities?
(2) Is one motivation more successful than another in terms of achieving desired
outcomes?
I believe that these questions taken together will create a better understanding of the
current status of form-based coding and hopefully provide communities and practitioners
with information about how this tool can best be used into the future.
10 Form-Based Codes Institute website (www.fbci.org)
1.3 Initial Hypotheses
My initial hypothesis to the first question was that there were two primary motivations
for creating form-based codes: preservation of identity and creation of identity. My
understanding of form-based codes was that they could be used to create a "small-town"
look and feel either ensuring the historical significance of a place through the code or
fabricating a sense of place by creating or borrowing character. My hypothesis in
relation to the second question builds off of my first hypothesis by assuming there are
these two distinct motivations for form-based codes. That being said, my second
hypothesis was that form-based codes used as a tool to preserve community identity were
more effective for placemaking. According to the Project for Public Spaces, placemaking
is described as, "not just the act of building or fixing up a space, but a whole process that
fosters the creation of vital public destinations: the kind of places where people feel a
strong stake in their communities and a commitment to making things better." Simply
put, placemaking capitalizes on a local community's assets, inspiration, and potential,
ultimately creating good public spaces that promote people's health, happiness, and well-
being". My assumption was that communities that use form-based codes for preservation
already value their community and its history and thus are equipped as a community to
ensure authentic preservation. Comparatively, communities that use form-based codes to
create identity are at a higher risk of creating a Disney-like interpretation of a downtown
or mainstreet with uniform design and little authentic character.
I must acknowledge when answering my research questions, that it is dangerous to make
any generalizations on a topic that is relatively unstudied. The cases that I am examining
" Project for Public Spaces website (www.pps.org)
by no means represent a comprehensive study of form-based coding and individual
lessons cannot necessarily be applied to other situations. However, I do believe that I
was able to derive important conclusions from my research and thus there are lessons to
be learned from this study. I find this research to be particularly relevant when
considering the drastic difference between form-based coding and traditional methods of
zoning, and a current shift in zoning methods from a more proscriptive to a prescriptive
methodology that prioritizes form over use. For example, in California many notable
communities have used form-based codes as the regulatory instrument for downtown
revitalization, which has influenced other communities to do the same. Key stakeholders
and municipal planners in California are witnessing through precedents that the processes
thus far have already yielded better development generating more consistent, democratic,
contextual, and pedestrian-friendly developments more quickly than traditional zoning.
CHAPTER 2: METHODOLOGY
My research methodology consisted of seven distinct phases:
(1) Review of the literature related to form-based codes, New Urbanism, and planning
theory;
(2) Selection of criteria for form-based code case studies;
(3) Selection of form-based code case studies;
(4) Case study visits
(5) Interviews with the lead planner and consultant for each case study;
(6) Analysis of these case studies; and
(7) The creation of general conclusions about the motivations underlying the adoption of
form-based codes.
2.1 Literature Review
Form-based codes are a recently formalized planning tool, resulting in a fairly limited
body of specific form-based code literature. However, in the past 3 years there has been
a significant contribution to the literature through high-profile articles in Planning
Magazine and other prominent planning journals, and with the recent publication of a
book on form-based codes, "Form-Based Codes: A Guide for Planners, Urban Designers,
Developers, and Municipalities." I began my literature review by looking at articles on
form-based codes mostly existing in planning and urban design journals, and some less
informative newspaper articles. Over the past few years there has been an increase in
literature published on form-based codes covering topics from placemaking to
sustainability of which I reviewed. The increase in literature is partly due to the
increased popularity of form-based codes through the formation of the Form-Based
Codes Institute. The Institute's web page provided valuable information on form-based
codes and links to additional resources and case studies, which I reviewed. Once case
studies were selected I reviewed each of their coding documents and supporting
materials, as well as additional coding documents from communities not selected as
cases.
I followed my review of form-based codes by looking at the breadth of literature on New
Urbanism, which included additional information on form-based codes. Since the
concepts of New Urbanism are integral to understanding form-based coding, as this tool
emerged from New Urbanist principles and practitioners, I found this review to be very
helpful in supplementing my research as well as bringing important caveats into my
thesis. Finally, I reviewed "Form-Based Codes: A Guide for Planners, Urban Designers,
Developers, and Municipalities" written by Paul Crawford, Daniel Parolek, and Karen
Parolek, released late March 2008, which became one of my primary sources for
understanding the overall process and implementation as well as the review of case
studies. My research has been influenced by important planning literature fundamental to
city form including "The Power of Place" by Delores Hayden, "A Theory of Good City
Form" by Kevin Lynch, and "The Death and Life of Great American Cities" by Jane
Jacobs.
2.2 Selection of FBC Evaluation Criteria
Prior to the creation of the Form Based Codes Institute, there was no formal form-based
coding evaluation criterion. Initially, form-based codes were primarily created from
street-based coding methods then later the SmartCode model 12. As more consultants
have created their own transect-based and hybrid templates to create form-based codes,
12Crawford, 2008
the need to formalize a standard to ensure the integrity of the public process, regulatory
document, and outcome became important. Both the SmartCode model and transect-
based codes will be discussed in more detail in the following chapter. The Form-Based
Codes Institute does not have a certification process for form-based codes but has
identified a list of"commonly included elements." The Institute has also provided a
checklist for identifying and evaluating a form-based code. The following has been taken
from the FBCI website:
Form-based codes commonly include the following elements:
(1) Regulating Plan. A plan or map of the regulated area designating the locations where
different building form standards apply based on clear community intentions
regarding the physical character of the area being coded.
(2) Public Space Standards. Specifications for the elements within the public realm (e.g.,
sidewalks, travel lanes, on-street parking, street trees, street furniture, etc.).
(3) Building Form Standards. Regulations controlling the configuration, features, and
functions of buildings that define and shape the public realm.
(4) Administration. A clearly defined application and project review process.
(5) Definitions. A glossary to ensure the precise use of technical terms
Form-based codes also sometimes include:
(7) Architectural Standards. Regulations controlling external architectural materials and
quality.
(8) Landscaping Standards. Regulations controlling landscape design and plant materials
on private property as they impact public spaces (e.g. regulations about parking lot
screening and shading, maintaining sight lines, insuring unobstructed pedestrian
movements, etc.).
(9) Signage Standards. Regulations controlling allowable signage sizes, materials,
illumination, and placement.
(10) Environmental Resource Standards. Regulations controlling issues such as storm
water drainage and infiltration, development on slopes, tree protection, solar access,
etc.
(11) Annotation. Text and illustrations explaining the intentions of specific code
provisions.
2.3 Selection of FBC Case Studies
The selection of case studies was a fairly complex process. The first code recognized and
called a form-based code was for Seaside, Florida in 198113 created by DPZ. Seaside
provided many lessons learned and DPZ adapted the form-based codes to work within the
legal framework of a planned unit-development. The Kentlands in Gaithersburg,
Maryland, is one of the early examples of this application. Since 1989, when the
Kentlands plan and code were created in a highly publicized charette, DPZ has crafted
similar documents to regulate the buildout of over 200 new and existing communities.
This number continues to grow exponentially1 4 and now includes many non-DPZ
projects. Many of the cases can be found throughout California, the Southwest, and
Florida - most likely because of where leading FBC consultants are based and have local
knowledge and credibility, and a favorable political environment. As a result of the
recent fervor around more sustainable development practices and thus form-based codes,
the majority of examples have been created within the past five years. Most of these
codes are too new to understand the outcomes and thus with limited time and resources, I
chose my case studies based on "best examples" identified by the FBCI and created by
leading practitioners in the field.
'" Greenberg, et. al, 2003
14 Katz, 2006
Within the FBCI examples, I focused more narrowly on communities that are located in
the West/Southwest in order to see the most examples in the shortest amount of time.
Fortunately, this geographic scope included many notable examples including my final
case studies: Ventura California's Downtown Specific Plan, SmartCode for Taos, NM,
and SmartCode for Leander, Texas. In addition to their geographic proximity to one
another, and affiliation with the FBCI, these cases were selected for their diversity. Two
are based on the SmartCode model and completed by PlaceMakers, and one was based on
the Moule, Polyzoides/ Crawford Multari and Clark (MP/CMC) model and completed by
MP/CMC. I initially chose these three case studies because I felt they would demonstrate
the difference between communities who adopt form-based coding for character
preservation vs. character creation.
What I have found, and will describe more in-depth throughout this thesis, is that there
are a spectrum of motivations that drive communities to use form-based codes. Based on
my three case studies, I identified the following five motivations:
(1) Character Preservation - Preserving the look and feel of an existing community
or neighborhood. This often includes the preservation of architectural styles,
building types, and street types.
(2) Character Creation - Creating an identity for a community. This is often the
case in a community or neighborhood that has traditionally lacked historic
character, or is interested in rebranding themselves as an act of revitalization.
(3) Economic Development - Improving the economic conditions of a community or
neighborhood by increasing foot traffic, drawing new businesses and residents.
Making a neighborhood a more inviting and pleasant place to be through urban
design interventions, such as streetscaping or signage improvements does this.
(4) Control of Sprawl - Controlling development to encourage densification, and
prevent the uncontrolled and wasteful development of open space. This is often
the case in communities interested in preserving their open space and bringing
people to the center of their city or town rather than allowing activity on the
fringe.
(5) Affordable Housing - Changing building types and block configurations to allow
for new types of housing within a neighborhood or community. This is common
in communities that have large-lot requirements for housing; often excluding
apartment or condo style housing that tends to be more affordable. This also
provides more housing opportunities in denser neighborhoods, such as a
downtown.
I also discovered that there were often multiple motivations within each case study
driving zoning reform. In order to compare the cases to one another, I created the
following matrix, which includes the range of motivations as well as the case studies.
The matrix shows the top three ranked motivations for each community, with one being
the most influential motivation and three being the third most influential. This is not to
say that many motivations play into the creation of a form-based code, but is intended to
identify the top three motivations.
Motivation Historic Identity Control Economic Affordable
Preservation Creation/Branding of Development HousingCommunity SprwlSprawl
Leander 2 3 1
Ventura 1 3 2
Taos 3 1. 2
2.4 Case Study Analysis
I began my analysis of each case study by examining the literature on each community's
history. I wanted to understand the historical context of each community since
placemaking and the creation/preservation of identity is inherently related. Next, I visited
each of the case studies to gain a better sense of the context, opportunities and
constraints. This was a very important piece of my analysis because without
experiencing each of my case studies, I would not have fully understood what it felt like
to stand in the middle of Ventura's downtown on a weekend or drive through ten miles of
sprawling strip malls before entering the historic pueblo-like downtown of Taos. My
impressions of these communities were previously formed through others' experiences
and thus seeing each community for myself was important for forming first-hand
impressions. While visiting each of these case studies, I interviewed key planners and
consultants in each place to understand the insider vs. outsider perspective of the
motivations and potential outcomes. These interviews provided key glimpses into the
successes and failures of form-based coding. I did not interview key stakeholders and
citizens because I was worried that, given I would not be able to interview a large enough
sample, the results of my interviews would be skewed based on personal judgments or
motivations. Finally, I reviewed the coding documents for each community. These
coding documents were less informative than the interviews and site visits, but provided
important information on how the community process and plan outcomes were
intertwined and thus the potential of the plan.
Given this breakdown of analysis components, I derived a format for analyzing each case
study. First, I will provide a history of each place followed by an outline of how the code
was brought into the community, the process for adopting the code, the public process,
and a breakdown of the coding document components. This is followed by an
assessment of the most important components of the code, and finally an analysis of the
primary underlying motivations that drove the code to be adopted and will continue to be
most significant to the code's potential for success.
CHAPTER THREE: BACKGROUND OF FORM-BASED CODING
3.1 The Evolution of Form-Based Codes
Zoning has existed for nearly 100 years in the United States, spurred by the need to
separate incompatible building uses to prevent the spreading of fires and to provide light
and air in buildings. Eventually, the separation of incompatible uses led to segregation of
uses and the creation of separate residential, commercial, and industrial "zones" within
the city. Residential uses were further separated into multi-family and single-family
zones, motivated by the perception that multi-family buildings were both substandard and
housing for "undesirables." In 1926 this stereotype was reinforced through the court case
of Village ofEuclid vs. Ambler Realty Company, that validated the constitutionality of
comprehensive zoning, which to this day is now called "Euclidean Zoning. 15,,
As previously mentioned, during the 1950's the separation of land uses showed negative
development impacts such as suburban sprawl. This trend was fueled by the high
demand for single-family homes, post-war housing, and the prevalence of the automobile
and telephone. The separation of uses meant an increase in travel times, more money
spent per household on transportation and infrastructure, and disinvestment in public
transit and urban downtowns 6 .
There were many different attempts to improve sprawling development patterns without
disrupting the preferred suburban lifestyle of the middle to upper-middle class. In the
1960's and 70's "Performance Zoning" and "Incentives-Based Zoning" were both
attempts at incorporating other land uses into single-zoned areas. Both were used
15 Kunstler, 199316 Burchell and Downs, 2005
sporadically but did not significantly impact the trends in development during the height
of their popularity. In the 1980's, restrictive segregation of uses was examined yet again.
One trend was to replace lists of permitted and conditional uses with concise tables and
matrices that provided specific types of retail stores and products instead of general
zoning restrictions. In some instances, mixes of residential and commercial uses were
allowed17 .
Simultaneously as there was an attempt to streamline conventional zoning, the Charter of
the New Urbanism collaborated and worked as individual practitioners on a new zoning
approach. Some of the first attempts at this new approach were spearheaded by
architecture and planning firm, Duany Plater-Zyberk (DPZ) in 1981 through the
development code for Seaside, Florida18. Conditions were favorable (no zoning
ordinance) making it possible to plan freely with the absence of regulations, and design a
mixed-use development with densities greater than conventional suburban development.
The plan for Seaside regulated development with a catalog of building types that were
tied to specific lots on the plan, which could be represented graphically. Although many
have criticized Seaside's architectural standards as overly stringent and lacking diverse
character, Seaside inspired more cities to adopt form-based codes and has had a profound
impact on urban planning and New Urbanism.
3.2 The SmartCode
The next formal iteration of a form-based code following Seaside was the SmartCode, a
model form-based code written by DPZ. The code is a basic recipe for walkable, mixed-
17 Crawford, 2008
18 Seaside, FL is a master-planned community on the Florida panhandle that was founded by
builder/developer Robert Davis on land he inherited from his grandfather. The town plan was designed by
DPZ and is over 50,000 SF and is often cited as the first New Urbanist development.
use neighborhoods and downtowns, of which character, density, and use are finely
tailored or calibrated by the community. The basic principle of the SmartCode is that the
design is more important than the use of the building because design and form will
outlast changes in the market. The theory, however not practiced, is that even if a
community does not calibrate the SmartCode, applying the model as is will still produce
better results than if the community were to grow under conventional zoning standards' 9.
The SmartCode is based on an explicit, normative theory, known as the Transect that
links human and natural environments in one continuous systems and promotes an urban
pattern that is sustainable, coherent in design, and composed of an array of livable,
humane environments. More simply, the transect works by allocating elements that make
up the human habitat to appropriate geographic locations20 . For example, a rural habitat
might consist of wide streets and open swales and a more urban habitat will contain
multi-story buildings, public squares and a more aggressive mix of uses. It is important
to identify these geographic designations because preserving them and acknowledging
their relationship to one another will better integrate natural and urban systems.
Conventional zoning often ignores this interrelationship and inappropriately mixes urban
and rural elements which results in sprawl.
The Transect is traditionally divided into six different zones which include: Rural
Preserve, Rural Reserve, Sub-Urban, General Urban, Urban Center, and Urban Core.
The application of the Transect is fairly simple and straightforward in that rural elements
should be located in rural locations, and urban elements should be located in urban
19 Henderson Interview, 200820 Duany and Talen, 2002
locations. The Transect can also be calibrated, depending on the community, to have one
of the transect zones be larger than the others to emphasize the community's dominant
urban or rural character. One of the most significant implications of the Transect is that it
is a way to code for good urban principles in a range of human habitats21. Duany's
intention for creating the Transect was that it would create pedestrian-oriented, diverse,
and public human environments.
SmartCode is different from conventional zoning in that in conventional land regulation,
plans are kept separate from codes. The SmartCode integrates procedures for the
preparation of plans directly into the code and uses these procedures as the main
organizing structure of the code. These are not plans in the sense of long-range,
comprehensive plans, which are often vaguely defined and difficult to translate into code.
The plans that make up SmartCode are specific guiding principles of good urban form
used to provide a framework for the Transect Zones22.
There are three types of plans described in the code based on land-use types. The first
type is the sector plan, which operates on the regional scale and focuses on achieving an
ecologically sound framework composed of environmentally protected resources. The
second is the community plan, which demonstrates its ability to implement more than one
development type dependent on Greenfield or infill development type. The third type is
the Site Plan, which operates on the smallest geographic scale and prescribes lot and
building requirements that vary for each type of the Transect Zone23.
21 Duany and Talen, 2002
22 Henderson Interview, 2008
23 Duany and Talen, 2002
One of the most important procedural aspects of the SmartCode is that the code is not
integrated with existing zoning regulations. The SmartCode will make reference to
"existing code" as a separate set of regulations, and this ensures its integrity 24. The
SmartCode is also specific about which entities are responsible for preparing the Plans -
the Sector Plans and Infill Community Plans are prepared by the local planning office,
whereas Greenfield Community Plans and Site Plans are usually prepared by a private
developer or property owner. Finally, the Code lists incentives that can be used by the
local government planning office to encourage use of the plan. These can include
allowing an application to be processed administratively rather than through public
hearing; giving priority to an application filed under the SmartCode regardless of the
existing permit queue, waiving review fees, allowing increased density through
subsidized development rights transfer, waiting traffic impact reports; and providing tax
relief for first-time buyers of dwellings in certain zones2 5.
The Smart Code is significantly different than a conventional zoning code. The idea
behind the SmartCode is that it will produce an urbanism that is fundamentally unlike
conventional sprawl, producing urban areas that are compact, pedestrian-oriented, and
containing mixed-uses. People will want to live in such communities, thereby reducing
pressure to consume natural habitats and convert more land to low-density sprawl. Both
the case study of Leander, Texas and Taos, New Mexico are based on the SmartCode
model and will be described in further detail later in this thesis.
24 Henderson Interview, 2008
25 Duany and Talen, 2002
3.3 Current Form-Based Codes
In more recent years, form-based coding has become a formalized, regulatory planning
tool. Chicago consultant Carol Wyant created the term form-based code in 2001. Until
this time, SmartCodes and codes based on the transect principle were called a variety of
names including "traditional neighborhood development (TND)" and "form codes. 26'
Today there are a number of consultants that practice form-based coding, each using their
own model based off of the transect theory. Since 2001, form-based codes have
gradually changed the nature of zoning with their new approach to development
regulation. Form-based code expert, Paul Crawford has identified that form-based codes
differ from conventional zoning codes, "in terms of the process by which they are
prepared, the substance of the standards they contain, the mechanisms by which they are
implemented, and the built form they produce."
3.4 The Coding Process - Charette
Form-based coding is gaining recognition and becoming more desirable in part because it
relies more heavily on community input than most planning processes. Form-based
codes follow a conventional planning process that includes vision-based community
participation up front. In addition to the initial visioning process, the community is also
charged with drafting and administering the form-based code to enforce their vision.
Because the community is holistically involved throughout the process, they are
constantly engaged in discussion about urban form, design, look, and feel. The planning
process mimics a typical "desired future" exercises most often used for general plans,
but has evolved into a community charette, which is an intensive weeklong process where
members of a consulting team, city or town administrators, and as many citizens as
26 Crawford, 2008
possible can be engaged. Sometimes there are variations on that theme, which may mean
a series of community meetings or "discovery workshops" in which specific groups of
people are selected to participate in the charette process 27. Typically in these cases,
citizens are still welcome to participate at any time, and there are community check-ins at
the end of each day for community members to make certain their visions are being
realized. According to all of my interviewees, the charette process is transparent and
inclusive, giving a community ownership of the plan, helping to "debug" it in the
process. This prevents issues from arising about inclusiveness and "visions not realized"
when the code goes to formal hearings for adoption.
One attractive attribute of the charette is that it is more intense and efficient, bringing
together consultants for one week to work out as much detail as possible and essentially
write the draft plan by the end of that week. Teams include architects, engineers,
planners, economists and illustrators. Starting with the community visions, the team of
consultants works with the illustrator to create drawn and computer generated images that
most accurately and realistically represent what is possible, based on the feedback the
team received28. One common criticism of New Urbanism and form-based code
charettes is that they are graphics-heavy, presenting illustrations of idealistic
improvements to communities that are not achievable based on current market conditions
or legal restrictions, for example 29. I consulted with Paul Crawford to learn whether or
not this was true, and was assured that, "anytime an illustrator is creating a new scenario
for a community, there is a team of experts looking over that artists' shoulder ensuring
27 Crawford Interview, 2008
28 Crawford Interview, 2008
29 Fainstein, 2002
that everything drawn is feasible." The charette process is able to achieve quality results
in a short-time frame because of the expertise and synergies between a diverse group of
professionals that are able to ensure that the new code is achievable.
Peter Katz, President of the Form-Based Codes Institute, describes the following
experience when working with communities during the charette process on form-based
codes: "During the first few days of a charrette, citizens are shown startling new visions
of their community that bear little resemblance to what is there now. On first viewing,
they're often taken aback. But as citizens begin to consider new possibilities, they start
to wonder whether they really could have that beautiful public square or the new branch
library like the one shown in the design team's renderings. And while such musings are
interspersed with fears of increased density and related impacts, community members
frequently come to support, and feel a sense of ownership of, ambitious growth proposals
that include the features they most want in their neighborhood. Once accepted, however,
citizens again become skeptical as to whether the stunning imagines they're seeing could
ever be realized. After all, most have seen renderings of grand plans that never got off
the ground. In cases where something did get built, the final results may not have
measured up to expectations generated by the initial renderings.30"
Form-based codes do mitigate these fears because, as mentioned before, they work best
when they are developed as a draft during the charette process. Doing this allows for the
proposed ordinances to be presented alongside the drawings thus giving more confidence
to the process and coding document. Equally important, is that the laws are written while
the enthusiasm of the charette process is still fresh. Often times with community process
30 Form-Based Codes, Crawford
and traditional zoning ordinances, visions get watered down because of the time lapse
between when visioning occurs and when visions are synthesized to become regulations.
3.5 Organizing Principles: Transect, Building-Type, Street, and Frontage
The organizing principle of the form-based code is the transect. There are a variety of
consultants following the Form-Based Codes Institute criteria, all of which using the
transect as the primary organizing principle. As previously explained, the transect was
developed by DPZ as a development model to organize the human habitat in a natural
continuum of intensity from most urban to most rural. One of the benefits of the transect
is that it applies to most, if not all, of the elements of creating a great place, from building
form and placement to parking, use, public spaces, signage, and lighting. Whether
through the SmartCode model or any other transect-based model, the transect must be
calibrated to local conditions and intentions of each community. This means creating
separate zones for each unique area in the community based on urban design intention,
intensity and uses. The transect model, however, is not one-size-fits all. Often times, the
zones will be renamed for the greatest legibility per community. As I will explore in my
case study on Taos, New Mexico, it is sometimes necessary for a community to create a
new sub-transect zone to best accommodate their community's goals for both
development and preservation.
The transect is the most commonly used organizing principle for form-based codes, but
there are other methods that are occasionally used under special circumstances.
Building-Type Based Codes use building types as their organizing principle. This is
common among earlier codes used within private development projects. Currently, this
system can be used for projects for small communities and can produce a code that will
reinforce the character of a community. Street-Based Codes are another earlier coding
method that looked at streets as the organizing principle. Specifically, they looked at the
design and location of streets and secondarily how the buildings interact with the streets.
Finally, Frontage-Based Codes used frontages as their organizing principle and focused
their regulations primarily on the way that buildings address the public realm, typically
the street. Again, this approach influences the character of the public realm but is less
common than the transect.
3.6 Form-Based Coding Standards
The formalization of form-based codes was simultaneous with the formation of the Form-
Based Codes Institute. One of the primary goals of the FBCI was to establish a list of
both mandatory and optional components for a form-based code. The following are a set
of mandatory components as outlined by the FBCI:
A Regulating Plan: Every FBC must have a regulating plan, which is a plan or map
assigning the code's various standards to physical location. This is similar to a zoning
map, in which the boundaries refer to the coding document to determine more specific
rules for design. This plan will often also include development requirements such as
street frontages, ground-floor retail use, or building types required. Typically, the
regulating plan applies the zones within a framework of streets and blocks to help create
a transition between zones and to ensure the individual character of the "public realm".
Public Space Standards: Public Space Standards are crucial for affecting the quality and
character of the parks, plazas, open spaces, and public thoroughfares. The qualities of
these public spaces are instrumental in creating community character. Thoroughfares
make up a large percentage of overall public space and their design is a critical
consideration. They are considered the "backbone" of a neighborhood providing
pedestrian and vehicular access while simultaneously becoming a community's primary
public spaces. Thoroughfare regulations include design specifications for sidewalks,
travel lanes, street trees, street furniture, and the interface with the buildings.
Thoroughfares should be calibrated by transect level, coordinating appropriate street
types and features with the rural or urban nature of each zone.
Civic spaces are equally important to thoroughfares within public space standards. Civic
spaces, such as parks and plazas, are democratic spaces that allow for public gathering
and when well designed can add to the vibrancy and civic health of a city. In regards to
civic spaces, public space standards regulate parameters such as minimum and maximum
sizes, types of spaces and their appropriate locations, their functional role within the
community, and landscaping. Similar to thoroughfares, civic spaces should also be
calibrated for each transect zone. For example, a hardscaped plaza would be
inappropriate in a more rural transect zone, but would fit nicely within a more urban core
setting.
Building Form Standards: Building Standards most significantly represent the visual
form and character created by a form-based code. These standards establish specific
physical and use parameters for each transect zone, in addition to parameters that apply to
all zones. Building Form regulations control the configuration, features, and functions of
buildings that define and shape the public realm. These typically include regulations for
lot sizes, building placement and form, use, parking, encroachments, and frontage types,
and may also include other regulations, such as for building types or architecture. The
creation of building form standards may seen relatively simple and straightforward, but
require careful orchestration between buildings, public spaces, and private spaces.
According to Paul Crawford, "To create Building Form Standards, the FBC consulting
team works with the illustrative plan and visioning documents, critically analyzing and
regulating the three-dimensional characteristics of existing and proposed buildings and
areas. As the Building Form Standards evolve, the team tests the regulations on existing
lots."
The creation and location of parking is often the most contentious issue in any planning
process, which makes it no exception within form-based coding. As seen in post civil
war urban development, parking can leave scars in the middle of the urban fabric.
However, parking is necessary and good design can mitigate many of the negative
impacts it has the potential of creating. Parking requirements should be calibrated to the
transect, with fewer to no required spaces in more urban places where alternative transit
options exist and a significant portion of the population walk to retail and commercial
uses. Back Bay in Boston is a good example of an urban neighborhood in which a form-
based code would call for no required parking spaces since transit access and walkable
proximity to amenities exist.
One of the problems with parking structures and garages is that they can be unsightly and
disrupt the character of a downtown. Additionally, they're ingress and egress can create
hazards for pedestrians, especially on a busy downtown street. New innovations in
parking structure design have the ability to hide parking structures by, for example,
wrapping the first floor in retail or office space uses. To increase retail security, garage
and structure entrances can be located on side streets rather than on the main commercial
streets.
A misconception of form-based codes is that they regulate form first and land use second,
thus allowing for a "free market" economy. This is false. Form-based codes regulate
land use, but in a different manner to a different degree than conventional zoning. Like
conventional zoning, land use can be regulated through the number and type of land uses
in the zones provided by the code, by limiting certain land-use types to certain zones, and
by identifying the land uses allowed within each zone as "permitted" or "conditional".
Communities do not always have faith in the local economy and thus choose to control
the location and type of land uses in their codes. Also, there are obviously land uses that
have hazardous characteristics and do not belong next to housing, for example. Unlike
conventional zoning, allowed uses are identified based on what a community says they
want and do not want within each zone. Since form-based codes are responding to the
sprawling development patterns created by segregating uses through zoning, it seems
counterintuitive that form-based codes would produce different results given its land use
regulations. Form-based codes are different than conventional zoning in that they
provide more flexibility for the number and types of land uses allowed in zones by
creating more generic land-use categories. Although these categories are more generic,
more specific uses within these categories are often subject to zoning review for
approval.
Code Administration: This includes the requirements for the project application and
review process, which is different for every community.
Glossary: A glossary of definitions of uncommon technical terms and phrases used in the
code, as well as definitions of the land use types used in the code.
The following are optional components of a form-based code:
Block Standards: Walkable communities require small blocks within an interconnected
network of streets. Optional regulations to create block standards will further improve the
character of a community by ensuring its walkability. Streets, alleys, lots, and build types
create this network of streets, creating the block and must all be woven together when
formulating regulations.
Building Type Standards: Another preconceived notion about form-based coding is that
they dictate the architectural styles and building types of a community. While this is
certainly the case in some instances, building type standards are not required for form-
based codes. In the earliest form-based codes, building types played a more prominent
role (Seaside, for example) because they were typically used for private projects
undertaken by a private developer on a large piece of land as a greenfield development.
Since Seaside and other early examples, form-based coding has shifted from strictly
greenfield development to primarily infill-based projects. Infill-based projects bring
with them more regulatory demand, and thus building type standards in many instances
became too complicated to mandate. Additionally, many criticisms came out of the early
form-based code examples, one of which being the lack of diversity within the building
stock required to create vibrant and unique communities. Today, FBC practitioners are
putting more emphasis on building type standards in order to create better-designed
developments. Providing entitlements to developers based on building types as opposed
to FAR and density is doing this"3 . It is a challenge in some places to bring mixed-use
building types into a neighborhood and a development market that is comfortable with
single-family homebuilding. However, providing a diverse mix of housing types within a
community has multiple benefits, which allow people to transition over time into
different housing types while remaining in the same community, and creates a more
vibrant public realm. Examples of building types are townhouses, detached single-unit
houses, courtyard apartments, and live/work units.
Architectural Standards: Some communities choose to use architectural standards within
their form-based coding documents. It is important to remember that the primary
objective of the form-based code is to create a specific urban form, and adding
architectural style requirements to the code is both optional and not appropriate for every
community. However, when used within the proper context, architectural standards can
lead to higher-quality development under the code. There are four levels of architectural
regulation that can be incorporated into a coding document: complete regulation,
including details; quality and local character regulation; basic regulation for basic quality;
and no architectural standards. Comprehensive architectural standards can include
massing, fagade composition, windows and doors, elements and detail, and palette and
combinations of materials.
31 Under conventional zoning, regulating through FAR encourages a developer to max out buildable space
then apply an architectural style secondarily.
According to Paul Crawford, the consultant would not typically recommend regulating
architectural style. The purpose of regulating architectural style is in hopes that the style
will be represented authentically. With architectural requirements, there is a chance that
faux styles will emerge resembling traditional architectural styles but of lesser quality and
design. Additionally, requiring architectural style can alienate the architecture
community by unnecessarily getting in their faces and ultimately discouraging
development. The building envelope is intended to create a better public realm and
therefore, more freedom with architectural styles will most likely create more and more
authentic results.
Green Building Standards: Increasingly, the building world is becoming more aware of
environmental issues and green development has become a trend in architecture and
planning. Green Building Standards include specifications for environmentally sensitive,
energy efficient, and low carbon footprint buildings that assist in achieving community
sustainability goals.
Landscape Standards: Landscape standards are regulations for the character and quality
of the landscape within private spaces, but as it affects the public good, such as requiring
native species to address water usage.
3.7 The Form-Based Codes Institute
The Form-Based Codes Institute (FBCI) was established in early 2004 by Peter Katz and
15 other New Urbanist architects, planners, and attorneys at a meeting convened at the
Driehaus Estate in Lake Geneva, Wisconson 32. These practitioners met to consider
32 Form-Based Codes Institute website (www.fbci.org)
various aspects of this emerging regulatory technique and all collectively serve as the
FBCI board of directors. The intent of creating the FBCI was to define form-based
coding, to establish best practice standards, and to advance the practice of the Form-
Based Codes as a means of providing a regulatory framework for sustainable
development.
The FBCI has received continual financial support from the Richard H. Dreihaus
Foundation. This funding and support has allowed for the Institute to give out an award
each year (there have been two rounds thus far) to a community that has exhibited
exceptional achievement in the writing and implementation of form-based codes. In
addition to this award that is presented at the Congress for New Urbanism's national
conference, the Institute has created one place for all form-based code practitioners to
convene over emerging ideas and the direction of this regulatory tool. The FBCI website
provides resources and links to form-based code articles and good examples of case
studies. There are also continuing education courses that are offered by the Institute to
further normalize the practice of form-based coding and to provide new communities
with the resources they need to bring a form-based codes to their community.
Practitioners that are on the FBCI board volunteer their time to give lectures and teach
courses at universities, further propelling the discipline into common planning practice.
One of the criticisms and trepidations about form-based coding is that there has evolved a
mass appeal around the discipline in a very short time, partly due to the formalization of
the Institute. Paul Crawford shared in an interview that he is worried that the FBCI may
be overselling form-based codes. Crawford's own experience in administering zoning
codes has been one in which the staff recommendations made on individual projects to
decision-making bodies were not always followed - and sometimes the recommendations
were fragrantly dismissed for illogical reasons. Since form-based codes are not
completely prescriptive, it can be challenging in a regulatory environment where most
often, elected and appointed officials are involved with development decisions. In
particular, core property rights-oriented communities have been most skeptical of how
form-based codes translate into an existing regulatory framework. The issue is
transferring control from these decision-making bodies as well as changing the process
for development to an unfamiliar and new process.
One suggestion Crawford has brought to the attention of the FBCI is to undertake the
continuing review of adopted form-based codes to see if they are turning out
development that they promised33. If they are not, why not and what can be done to
improve the existing tools? And furthermore, this will involve the exploration of whether
the problem is with the tools, process or local politics. Exploring the ongoing outcomes
of form-based codes is essential in understanding their impact, how to make them better,
and how to offer possible solutions to problems.
33 In regards to the outcomes of form-based codes, Crawford believes it is too early to tell if they are tnruly
successful or not. At professional development courses and with communities, Crawford and other
consultants do a section called "reality check", bringing to the attention of attendees that physical change
within a community can only occur in two ways: (1) Through private development, and (2) Through the
municipality making changes in public property, such as streetscape renovation.
CHAPTER 4: CASE STUDY OF VENTURA, CALIFORNIA
Buenaventura, California is quintessentially Southern California with palm trees, beach
views, and breezy retail spots lining the main downtown strip. Ventura, as it is better
known is located north of Los Angeles along State Highway 101 and 30 miles south of
Santa Barbara along the Pacific Coast. Ventura is best known for its surfing spots,
historic mission, museums, galleries, dining, and shopping. Most of the goings-on are
located in downtown Ventura where activity is focused around California and Main
Streets located just below the ornate City Hall building which stands as a symbol in the
heart of the downtown.
4.1 History
The history of Ventura began with the Mission San Buenaventura, which was the most
successful and influential of the California Missions founded by Father Junipero Serra.
The mission lands were divided up by the Spanish settlers and transferred to private
property owners in 1813 following the great earthquake of 1812-1813. In 1841, the
Rancho San Miguel was deeded to Raimundo Olivas, who built a magnificent hacienda
south of Monterey on the banks of the Santa Clara River called Olivas Adobe, which still
exists today. In addition to the Old Mission that still exists as a historical landmark, the
Olivas Adobe is part of Ventura's historic past and has been restored and refurnished as
an early example of California settlers. After the Civil War, more American and
European settlers migrated to California, buying land from the Mexicans and squatting on
property. In later history, easterners, including the railroad magnate Thomas Scott,
acquired land holdings. Scott was impressed by one of the young employees, Thomas
Bard who was in charge of train supplies to Union Troops, and Bard was sent West to
manage Scott's property in Ventura. Bard is often regarded as the Father of Ventura and
his descendants have been prominently identified with the growth of Ventura County.
The Union Oil Company was organized with Bard as President in 1890 with the main oil
field drilled in 1914. At its peak it produced around 90,000 barrels of oil per day34.
Throughout its history, Ventura has simultaneously considered itself a leisurely and laid
back Southern California City, while remaining prosperous and economically strong.
The City owes much of its profits to the surrounding valleys and rivers, which contain
rich soil responsible for some of the best citrus crops in California. The growers along
the Ventura and Santa Clara Rivers together formed Sunkist, the world's largest
organization of citrus production35
One of the reasons Ventura was able to maintain slow and steady growth was due to the
lack of major thoroughfares through the City. Until 1969 when the Ventura freeway
between Los Angeles and Ventura was completed, travel by auto was slow and
hazardous. For most of the century, which followed the incorporation of Ventura in
1866, it was relatively isolated from the southern part of the State. From the north,
entrance was equally challenging with access consisting of a single road along the beach.
In the early history of Ventura, stagecoach passengers had to wait until low tide for the
horses to cross the beach. From the inland, Ventura abuts the Los Padres National Forest
with topography that was not crossed until the creation of the Maricopa Highway built in
the 1920's36.
34 Ventura County Museum of History website (www.venturamuseum.org)
35 Ventura County Museum of History website (www.venturamuseum.org)36 Ventura County Museum of History website (www.venturamuseum.org)
Ventura has seen steady growth since the 4,156 people that inhabited this sleepy
community in 1920. In 1930 the population grew to 11,603 and by 1950 the population
reached 16,643. Today's population is around 106,000 and continues to grow with an
influx of Los Angeles residents in search of more affordable homes and a more laid back
southern California lifestyle37 .
4.2 Getting to the Code
"Over the next ten years, Ventura will emphasize our history, culture and unique
character to sustain the downtown as our city's authentic heart - the pre-eminent area
for civic and artistic life and a preferred location for retail and office commerce"
- City of Ventura Vision Statement
The City of Ventura's General Plan, mandated by California state law, was adopted in
2005. The plan was thoughtfully constructed, giving special attention to Smart Growth
and New Urbanist principles. However, in order for the new plan to be implementable,
the existing zoning code required revision to better align with the new principles and city-
wide vision set out in the new plan. According to Ventura Community Development
Director, Kaizer Rangwala, the City examined various formats for a new zoning code and
concluded that form-based coding would fit well with the City's goals for development.
Additionally, City Manager Rick Cole came to Ventura from the position of City
Manager of Azusa, California. Azusa adopted a form-based/hybrid code under Cole's
direction and thus Cole was able to confidently bring a group of important stakeholders
together to learn about the benefits of form-based codes and eventually garner sufficient
support to implement one.
37 City of Ventura website (www.cityofventura.net)
Initially, Ventura was interested in adopting a citywide code and began by developing the
framework for this code, trying to work with the existing general plan to understand the
best way to go about incorporating new zoning into the general plan. With a turn of
events, the citywide project was put aside as city staff and resources were pulled into
more pressing projects. Although the framework was unfinished, enough had been
completed to get a sense of where the City wanted to focus efforts geographically and
general guiding principles for future development. One example of more pressing
developments around the City were greenfield sites in Ventura where developers were
proposing strip retail and big box developments that were allowable under the current
zoning. These sites were higher priority than single-family residential neighborhoods, for
example, because they were less stable and required guidance to ensure positive growth.
Form-based codes remained a focus of City efforts, but were more strategically focused
in order to guide growth in the areas of greatest concern38 .
One such area that became a focus for a form-based code was Ventura's downtown. A
Downtown Specific Plan to guide growth was first created in 1993 and subsequently
updated in 2003 and most recently in 200739. The challenge of the downtown has been a
positive one since Ventura already has a vibrant downtown with a strong commercial
market. Form-based coding was brought into the downtown to better shape the growth
that had been occurring at a fast pace. The major objective of the City was to get the
coding work done and adopted quickly so that there were clear regulations and standards
required of developers about what should exist in the downtown, eliciting clear rather
than compromised results. Like most places, California is a complicated place to plan
38 Rangwala Interview, 2008
39 City of Ventura website (www.cityofventura.net)
because of the layers of regulations that must be met before new ordinances become
adopted and new development can occur. There were two major regulatory challenges in
the downtown that made adopting a new code more difficult and required creativity. The
first problem was that a portion of the downtown was discovered to be in the California
Coastal Commission area, which required Coastal approval in order to make the new
code into law. The second problem is one every community in California faces, which
was the exhaustive environmental review process. Despite these regulations and time-
consuming processes, the City created an artful way to use the form-based code as
required compatibility design guidelines within the general plan. This allowed the form-
based code to be part of the regulations without having to wait for the approvals process
to be completed. In March of 2007, the plan was officially adopted by the City Council,
after almost five years of community process and regulatory review.
4.3 Ventura's Planning Process
The form-based code for Ventura was combined with the Downtown Specific Plan in
2007, which was updated from the original 1993 and 2003 versions. Most form-based
codes have an imbedded planning process called a charette, described in the previous
chapter, which is separate from the general planning process. This is a result of mandates
from state-to-state that require the creation of a general plan and specific community
process to achieve the plan4 0. The planning process, as opposed to the charette process,
typically does not look at community design in terms of desired urban design outcomes at
the policy level. As a result the community planning process does not usually inform the
process of coding at any useful level because it does not do enough to regulate the
40 Crawford Interview, 2008
character and identity of a place through urban design41. Therefore, the distinction must
be made between plan and code. In the case of Ventura, the general plan informed the
charette process and coding document, however the plan and code were created under
two separate processes.
4.4 Charette and Public Participation
Form-based codes use a charette process to gather public input that feeds directly into the
creation of a coding document. The public process for developing the plan and the coding
documents for Ventura was intensive and involved the following:
* Touring the Downtown with key stakeholders
* Participation in the Creative Cities exercises (December 2002)
* A 3-day coding charette
* A 60-day public review period for the April 2006 Draft plan
* Approximately 20 public workshops and community meetings held in 2006 after
release of the Draft plan
* A six-week public review period for the draft local coastal program amendment
* Discussions with the Historic Preservation Committee, Design Review
Committee and Planning Commission before the plan's adoption by the City
Council in March 200742
Community Process was a focus for the City of Ventura and is reflected in the plan and
code. According to Rangwala, "Civic engagement is not just lip service. The City
Council and City Manager believe in public process." Ventura has a special office
dedicated to civic engagement; primarily to help enroll participants and seek a wider
constituent in order to diversify the realm of issues addressed in the planning process. As
a result of civic outreach for the Downtown Specific Plan, the Ventura community was
41 Crawford Interview, 2008
42 Ventura Downtown Specific Plan, 2007
deeply involved in the public visioning process. The general plan had extensive public
participation with over 50 community meetings and an average attendance of 25-30
people and a maximum of 100 people or more at each meeting43. The coding document
fed directly off of the planning process and involved a 3-day charette with key
stakeholders and consultants, and the public invited to participate around the clock and
more intensively at evening recap sessions. Crawford or Rangwala expressed that the
public process was transparent, exhaustive, and accessible to all community members.
There was little public resistance to the plan and coding document, and the community
visions for the city were identified upfront and honored throughout the plan. Community
motivation is explicit in the City's guiding goals, prioritizing community and identity
preservation at the top of the list. This is most explicit in the Plan's title and inspiration
for this thesis, "Celebrating AuthentiCity."
4.5 The Downtown Specific Plan
Originally I had planned to walk through each section of Ventura's Downtown Specific
Plan, bu t after careful review have decided to share an
overview of the plan's findings, goals and policies,
highlighting important attributes of the plan in relation to
form-based codes and the unique components of this
particular plan.
Ventura's Downtown Specific Plan builds on a
California mandated comprehensive plan that was most
43 Rangwala Interview, 2008
recently updated in 2007 to include new policies as well as the development code. The
first part of the plan has three major components
(1) Identifying Opportunities, (2) Catalytic Properties, and (3) Goals and Policies. The
coding document is the second part of the overall Downtown Specific Plan and consists
of eight components, (A) Urban Standards, (B) Building Types, (C) Frontage Types, (D)
Design Guidelines, (E) Sign Standards, (F) Other Standards, (G) Administration, and'(H)
Glossary.
"Identifying Opportunities"
Identifying Opportunities is an existing conditions inventory of Ventura's downtown.
This section describes opportunities for improvement that drove the formation of the
City's goals, policies and actions for the downtown. The plan addresses the needs and
desires of the Downtown's residential and business community by focusing on the
following eight key issue areas:
1. Ventura's Unique Character
2. California's New Art City
3. Animating the Public Realm
4. Economic Vitality
5. Housing Renaissance
6. Mobility in Transportation
7. "Park Once" Management Strategy
8. Sustainable Infrastructure
Ventura wants to ensure the preservation of historic character of the City into the future
through design regulations and a strong Historic Design Committee that will be
responsible for reviewing development projects to historic or adjacent-to-historic
properties. In order to celebrate the historic resources of Ventura, an expansion of the
County museum will provide a new venue to learn about the City's past. Not only will
the new cultural center be a historic resource, but it will also provide important civic
space for events and strengthen connections across the City. Improvements to the public
realm will a more vibrant street experience, as well as show the City's confidence in the
plan by creating a more favorable environment for developers to invest in. The City
proposes to nearly double the housing in the downtown, which will provide more 24-hour
activity, affordable housing, and lifestyle options for all generations living in Ventura. In
addition to new housing, the City would like to strengthen the economy and promote
infill by bringing more class A office space and live-work spaces geared towards
entrepreneurial ventures into the downtown to diversify downtown Ventura's wage
distribution. More people living and working in the downtown will generate more foot
traffic and potentially alleviate some of the vehicular congestion. However, given that
there are numerous visitors and residents that will continue to visit the downtown by car,
a parking management strategy has been put in place to manage parking demand. The
"Park Once" strategy encourages people to explore the City by foot after parking,
minimizing traffic due to drivers searching for parking spots. The open space resources
of Ventura are one of its greatest assets with connections to the beach, the foothills, the
Ventura River, and 100 acres of open space. Better connections will allow residents and
visitors to better take advantage of these resources and further strengthen the community.
Most notable for the purpose of this thesis is Ventura's focus on maintaining its unique
character. The value of the Downtown's heritage is an important asset to the community
and it is represented as such through the code. The City recognizes that the downtown's
historic, archeological and architectural resources contribute to the city's appeal and are a
Cultural Affairs Commission and Historic Preservation Committee (HPC). These
committees make recommendations on historic sites, landmarks, buildings, and districts
in order to preserve the City's past. The Development Code provides Historic Resource
Design Guidelines for development to a City-designated historic property. The
draw to residents and visitors alike. The
enhancement and preservation of these
resources is a primary goal and is reflected
through the policy recommendations and the
development code.
The City contains many notable historic
buildings and sites, similar to other mission
communities along the central coast like
Santa Barbara and San Luis Obispo. The
Mission district is the most historically
significant living artifact of the downtown,
with below-grade Chumash settlement sites
and hundreds of commercial and residential
buildings constructed between 1870 and 1930
within close proximity. The City plays an
active role in the protection of historic
resources through the actions of the Citv's
architectural styles of Ventura are diverse but distinctly local. The Development Code
does not dictate architectural style, but does address design on a broader level through the
creation of a matrix of standards and guidelines keeping within the scale and character of
Ventura's downtown.
"Catalytic Properties"
Four catalytic properties have been identified as projects necessary to begin the re-
establishment of downtown as the "pre-eminent arena for civic and artistic life" as well as
a preferred location for retail and office commerce. This is a common strategy used to
demonstrate the positive impacts of a form-based code since it is often an unfamiliar
regulatory tool to a community. Completing a handful of demonstration projects will
lead to the improvement of access, drawing more residents, businesses, and visitors into
the downtown thus leading to additional investment. To accomplish such a large-scale
project, investment and leadership from the City, County, and private investors is
essential. The first four projects in Ventura include a multi-modal transit center, a
cultural arts cluster, beach connections, and the California Street off-ramp location.
"Goals and Policies"
The Goals and Policies within the Downtown Specific Plan were a direct result of the
identified opportunities within the eight focus areas described in the first part of the plan.
Collaboration with the public, related government agencies, and private developers, the
goals, policies and actions can be implemented to achieve the desired development and
long-term vitality of downtown Ventura. The eight goals of the Downtown Plan are as
follows:
Goal 1: Ventura's Unique Character - Preserve Ventura's special sense of place by
insisting on high standards of architecture, urban design, and landscaping so that new
development complements the eclectic architecture and historic richness of our
downtown.
Goal 2: California's New Art City - Weave art and culture into the fabric of downtown
everyday life through the growth and expansion of cultural institutions and by nurturing
the growth and expansion of cultural institutions and by nurturing creative and artistic
expression in the public realm.
Goal 3: Animating the Public Realm - Maintain and enhance public features such as
parks, streetscapes and open spaces. Provide access to our natural areas, including the
hillsides and Ventura River and re-connect downtown to the ocean. Encourage
development and events that activate the public realm.
Goal 4: Economic Vitality - Establish downtown as a preferred place to work as well as
live or visit. Ensure the future economic stability of downtown by providing an active
daytime workforce in offices and studios and by promoting successful retailing, tourism
and the provision of high wage, high value jobs.
Goal 5: Housing Renaissance - Provide high-quality, urban housing for a diverse range
of income levels. Encourage efficient utilization of downtown's limited land resources
by promoting infill development.
Goal 6: Mobility - Create an integrated transportation system that effectively serves the
downtown area, making downtown a place where people prefer to walk, bike or ride
public transit rather than drive a car.
Goal 7: Park Once - Efficiently manage supply and demand for downtown parking to
accommodate visitor, commuter, and resident parking needs.
Goal 8: Sustainable Infrastructure - Safeguard public health, safety and prosperity by
providing and maintaining facilities that enable the community to live in balance with
natural systems. Continue to ensure public services keep pace with new development in
downtown.
For each goal, there are policies and outlined action-steps as a means of moving forward
with implementing the community vision. The urban design-related action steps refer
specifically to development or transect zones within the Development Code. Since the
Plan was very recently adopted by the City Council, there is little evidence of specific
action steps that have been taken. However, progress on action steps made between the
original 1993 Downtown Specific Plan and 2003 update prove that the plan has weight.
4.6 The Development Code
TI
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The form-based code or development code for Ventura
is Part III of the Downtown Specific Plan, but operates
as it's own regulating document informed by the
Downtown Specific Plan goals and policies. Like
most form-based codes, the development code is based
on the organizing principle of the transect and was
created after extensive inventory of existing physical
attributes and public charettes, workshops and
hearings. The intent of the code is to ensure that new
development projects exhibit the highest standards of
urban design, architecture and landscaping while
addressing the downtown's authentic and rich heritage
at the scale of the neighborhood, block, lot and
building. The code focuses on creating a mix of uses
within each neighborhood in order to create a more
pedestrian environment and allow for a variety of uses
to coexist and create enliven the public realm.
The basic components of The Downtown Specific Plan
Development Code include: (A) Urban Standards, (B)
Building Types, (C) Frontage Types, and (D) Design Guidelines. All of the FBCI
required plan components are within the plan as well as many of the FBCI optional
components. Most significantly, the urban design guidelines provide an extensive
snapshot of Ventura's architectural history and current style preferences. While Ventura
does not prescribe architectural standards, the architectural recommendations
demonstrate the City's commitment to preserving Ventura's character.
Urban Standards
The Urban Standards is the regulating plan outlines and defines each transect zone that
has been calibrated for Ventura. This plan dictates land uses, shape and form of the built
environment. This includes where the building is located on the lot (setback), height,
parking, frontage type, building type and architectural encroachments. In addition to the
T1 through T6 zones of intensity and scale, there are several overlay zones that serve
specific functions that the more general transect zones could not address. This includes
overlay zones to retain monumental buildings, the establishment of equitable height
limits in hillside areas, and allowing specific uses in neighborhood zones. The Civic
Building Overlay is particularly notable requiring new civic buildings or existing civic
buildings undergoing renovations to undergo Design Review. The city recognizes civic
buildings as a representation of Ventura's social, cultural, educational, and other
institutional activities and important to the identity of the City.
Building Types
Different building types are allowed in each transect zone and provide standards to
achieve the desired built form and pedestrian orientation in the downtown. The Building
Type portion of the code is an optional component for a form-based code according to the
FBCI criteria. This section describes the specific styles of housing and in which zones
they are allowed, access, parking, and open space requirements, landscaping, frontage,
and building size and massing. The requirements for each type also include a 3-D
example diagram showing the relationship between the building, street, and related
buildings, the site view within the transect, and a precedent photograph. Although
architectural styles are not prescribed, the description of building types along with the
requirements and images provide very clear examples of what style of development is
acceptable in the downtown. Ventura's form-based code was one of the first to integrate
a complete set of building type standards in addition to the regulations for building form.
Frontage Types
Ventura created a specific section of their development code for frontage types.
Although described in the Building Types, more specific attention to frontage standards
is a way to significantly strengthen the engagement of a building to the public realm.
Within the Development Code, specific frontage types allowed within the downtown are
identified along with a description, a statement of intent, and design standards to ensure
consistency with the Plan's goals. Frontage types are allowed by zone and similar to
Building Types, detailed diagrams and photographs provide explicit examples of the
varying frontages.
Design Guidelines
The Ventura plan does not contain prescriptive architectural requirements as part of the
regulatory document, but does include extensive design guidelines. As mentioned
previously, architectural requirements are not appropriate for every community and
Ventura is an example of a community that will benefit from guidelines over mandates.
Congruent with Ventura's goals, the design guidelines will ensure that new development
exhibits architectural qualities that fit in with existing buildings and respond to
downtown's character. The guidelines address the following:
* Context and architectural character
* Building Massing and Articulation
* Building Walls
* Wall Openings
* Roofs
* Miscellaneous Building Elements
* Site Improvements
Unique to Ventura's Code is a list of resources included in the guidelines for reference,
which begins by summarizing Ventura's historical significance. The historic reference
builds on Ventura's history by breaking down the formation of the City into development
periods and finally period architectural styles. For example, for the development periods
of Mission (1782-1834), and Mexican, Secularization, Ranchos (1824 - 1848), the period
style was Adobe. According to the guidelines, Adobe was used for worship and housing
from 1782 - 1859. The following is the code's explanation of Adobe:
"Starting with the Mission, the earliest building material and type of
construction was that of hand-hewn adobe brick, made of earth and
straw. The surrounding 'village' that emerged around the Mission
was compromised mostly ofadobe housing and commercial
buildings. The last example of the earliest residential adobes closest
to the Mission was the Angel S. Escandon adobe located in what is
now the 200 block ofEast Main Street. It was demolished in 1926 to
make way for the Nash Auto Sales Garage located at 230 E. Main. "
Following the description and history of the style is the geographic area where the style
was/is concentrated. For adobe dwellings, they concentrated within a three-block area
around the Mission. Specific examples that still exist of this style from its original period
are identified and illustrated with photographs. Every period and every historic style is
documented within this reference guide.
Sign Standards
Sign standards are identified as "optional" components for a form-based code. The
purpose of sign standards for Ventura's Plan is not uniformity, but elimination of those
elements that result in a cluttered and unattractive physical environment. The sign
standards identify the allowed type of signage on commercial and residential
development within each transect zone. The signs must fit in with the scale and
architecture of existing buildings. Although sign regulations are sometimes
controversial, many planners have discovered that sign regulations are essential to
maintaining the character of the physical environment, and important views from the
public realm.
Other Standards
Other standards within this plan include requirements for parking spaces and lots. Also
included in this portion of the code are standards for timeshares, yards, temporary uses,
home occupations, outdoor dining in the public right-of-way, and wireless telecom
facilities.
4.7 Conclusions and Analysis
Motivation Preservation Creation of Control Economic Affordable
of Character Character of Development HousingCommunity SprawlSprawl
Leander 2 3 1
Taos 3 1 2
The motivations for the City of Ventura as well as the other two case studies featured in
this thesis were ranked according to primary motivations. As can be seen within the
matrix for Ventura, preservation of character was the most important motivating factor
for a form-based code followed by economic development and control of sprawl. These
conclusions have been drawn based on research conduced for this thesis.
Preservation of Character - Ventura includes, as optional components of their form-
based code, regulations for Building Types and Urban Design Guidelines. Both of these
sections of the code pay specific attention to the architectural history and thus a preferred
style that will continue the City's tradition into the future. The most notable and unique
aspect of Ventura's form-based code is the Design Guidelines, and more specifically the
historical reference section. After hearing Paul Crawford's feelings on prescribing
architectural standards, it is clear to me that design guidelines, when used within a
community that has prioritized community character and history, are very effective. The
attention to history that is obvious through these historical reference materials carries
through in the design approvals process for historic districts. Ventura is a unique
example of a form-based code in which the community is extremely concerned with
preserving their identity and that motivation is clear in the overall planning document, but
particularly within the design guidelines.
Ventura is the Mission, the Chumash, the ocean, the mountains, the sleepy beach
community, and friendly farming town. Ventura is also multi-generational, economically
competitive, urban, and heavily visited. The clear challenge for Ventura is holding on to
this history and identity while growing and modernizing at a healthy pace. Fortunately,
the City of Ventura has favorable conditions for success which include: a strong political
climate (with experience from a City Manager that has already undergone the FBC for
another community), and extensive community process, a thriving economy that
continues to grow, a natural landscape that provides diverse outdoor amenities, a strong
arts community, and most significantly a connection with the past that is reflected in the
built environment.
According to Delores Hayden in the Power of Place, "Identity is intimately tied to
memory; both our personal memories (where we have come from and where we have
dwelt) and the collective or social memories interconnected with the histories of our
families, neighbors, fellow workers, and ethnic communities. Urban landscapes are
storehouses for these social memories, because natural features such as hills or harbors,
as well as streets, buildings, and patterns of settlement, frame the lives of many people
and often outlast many lifetimes." The goals outlined through the community process
identify the preservation of Ventura's historic past as the first priority for the City.
Ventura's community understands the significance of their special City and is taking the
necessary steps to ensure it continues on long into the future. Rangwala pointed out an
important lesson about incorporating history into a development code when I compared
character creation in Leander to character preservation in Ventura. He reminded me that
although Leander may not have as extensive a history as Ventura, it still has a history and
some context to build from. Whether a place's history is a 40-year old city hall building
or a prehistoric American Indian burial site, you build on what exists and weave that
product into a community's story because it is significant to the people that live there and
will be important for future generations.
CHAPTER 5: CASE STUDY OF TAOS, NEW MEXICO
The "low road" to Taos from Santa Fe is not exactly what it sounds like. Although it is
the lower of the two routes into Taos, the scenery is breathtaking and the altitude climbs
rapidly until snow is visible on the ground. Taos was my third destination in New
Mexico after visiting Albuquerque and Santa Fe. By the time I drove into Taos, I
recognized a pattern amongst these three cities. The drive into all three communities felt
similar with ten miles of strip mall development within the city limits before reaching the
old pueblo, historic downtown in the center of each community. These historic districts
are very small and not even ¼ square mile in size. Taos was more of a climb into the
Town but once I arrived, judging by the number of stores carrying "I Love (made out of
peppers in the shape of a heart) Taos" and the snowcapped mountains in the background,
I knew Taos was a distinctly local place juxtaposed with an influx of wealthy tourists.
5.1 History
The Chamber of Commerce for Taos entitles their historic timeline for Taos, "Wide Open
Spaces and Historical Places" and judging from the beautiful landscapes surrounding the
City, the open spaces have played a significant role in the identity of Taos. Some 6,000
years ago, nomadic hunter-gatherers passed through the Taos area, leaving behind
arrowheads, potsherds, and pictographs. Some ruins today can be seen through the Taos
Valley and particularly south of Abiquiu, most famous in recent history as Georgia
O'Keefe's home and inspiration for many of her landscape paintings. As early at 1000
A.D. present villages of the Taos Pueblo and Picuris Pueblo were inhabited. By the
1500's some rooms at Taos Pueblo were set aside for visiting Kiowa, Apache, and
Comanche traders. During this time, Captain Alvarado led the first European Explorers,
the Coronado expedition into the region.
In 1598, Don Juan de Onate came to Taos as the official colonizer of Spain's province,
Nuevo Mexico. After Nuevo Mexico was colonized numerous Spaniards settled in the
Taos Valley and more than 50 missions were constructed throughout New Mexico. The
Pueblo Revolt in response to the Spaniards was initiated in Taos and led to the Pueblo
either killing or driving all of the Spaniards away from New Mexico. The Pueblo were
able to reclaim their open spaces until 1692 when a Spaniard named Diego de Vargas
reconquered New Mexico for Spain and resettled the province shortly thereafter. This
was shortly followed by the second Taos Pueblo revolt in which the Spaniards conquered.
The population grew significantly and irrigation ditches were built, some of which still
exist today. By 1725 the Spanish had a permanent settlement called Ranchos de Taos
(originally Las Trampas de Taos). 1739 marked the arrival of the first French traders that
attended the Taos Fair - an important trading far where leaders from Mexico would
participate in mostly turquoise trade. The French did not stay for long as chronic attacks
by the Plains Indians on the Spanish led to the decline in population for the valley and the
relocation of some Spaniards into the Taos Pueblo for protection.
1800's
By the early 1800's Taos had become headquarters for a number of mountain men who
trapped beaver nearby. In 1815, the mission church, San Francisco de Asis at Ranchos de
Taos, was completed and numerous land grants by Mexico led to additional settlement.
Mid-1800's was the Mexican-American war in which General Stephen Kearney and his
troops occupied the province of Nuevo Mexico until the US took possession of New
Mexico in 1847. Some Taos Natives rebelled and killed first territorial governor Charles
Bent, in his home. The US Army retaliated against the Pueblo and killed more than 150
people, destroying the original San Geronimo mission. The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo
was signed in 1848 ending the Mexican-American War leading to the official designation
of the Territory of New Mexico in 1850. An influx of population came to the Taos area
with the discovery of gold in 1866, followed by the creation of a narrow-gauge railroad
connecting Alamosa, Colorado with Taos. This railroad was later named the Chili Line
and was discontinued in World War II.
1900's
At the very beginning of the 20' century, Taos became a desirable place for artists. The
first artists to arrive were Bert Phillips and Ernest Blumenschein who happened to stop in
Taos to fix a broken wheel. They were enthralled by the scenery and light and decided to
stay, later inviting other artists. By 1912, more artists came to Taos and the Taos Society
of Artists was formed. Mabel Dodge Luhan arrived in Taos in 1917 and became a central
figure in attracting other celebrities that included Ansel Adams, Willa Cather, Aldous
Huxley, Carl Jung, D.H. Lawrence, Georgia O'Keefe, Thornton Wilder, and Thomas
Wolfe. After World War II, Taos become a ski destination when Taos Ski Valley was
opened by Ernie and Rhoda Blake. In the 1960's and 70's , Taos became a popular
destination for filming movies. Parts of Easy Rider were filled in Taos, which attracted
hundreds of hippies during the 1970's, many of whom stayed and became part of the
diverse and colorful landscape of Taos culture. Also in 1970, the US returned the sacred
Blue Lake to the Taos Pueblo in a landmark decision. In 1992, the Old village of Taos
Pueblo was designated a World Heritage Site by the World Heritage Foundation.
Today, Taos carries on its proud history through many festivals and the celebration of the
American Indian, Hispanic, and Anglo populations that occupy the Town. The current
population is around 5,000 people and is continuing to climb due to the desirability of
Taos as a resort destination 44
5.2 Road to a SmartCode
In 1999, Taos Vision 2020, a Master Plan for Taos,
was adopted by the Town and represented a
collective vision and set of goals for the future of
the Town (See visions at right). The vision was a
result of a comprehensive public process that
included extensive and diverse citizen participation
from both the Town and the County. Out of the
planning process was a resulting vision that was
incongruent with the current development patters of
the Town. According to Town Planner Matt Foster,
"Recent development patterns in Taos have been eroding what makes Taos special." This
prompted a discussion about changing the rules and regulations to accommodate future
growth based on the Town's new vision and to make development compatible with Taos'
long-range goals. The essence of the long-term goals was to "promote environmentally
responsible growth in patterns that accommodate new residents in real neighborhoods
and that encourage businesses that provide economic opportunity across all income
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levels.45"' A week-long charette process was conducted in order to establish a set of rules
and regulations that would allow for real implementation of the Vision 2020 Master Plan.
PlaceMakers, form-based coding consultants, conducted the charette process, which
informed the creation of the SmartCode. And finally, the SmartCode is a living
document and is intended to deliver a Land Use Master Plan, which will reflect the
recommended regional and town design when the plan is adopted.
In addition to incongruent visions and legal allowances, throughout 2006 and 2007 there
were nine different applications that were appealed to the Town Council in which the
Town Council reversed planning commission recommendations stating that they were
arbitrary and putting requirements on developers above and beyond requirements of the
existing zoning. Town council dismissed the Town Planning and Zoning Commissions
and brought forward the need for a new code. It became clear that the old code was
arbitrary and that regulations and procedures were not working, and indeed putting too
many restrictions on developers. One of the issues that Taos had faced prior to creating
the SmartCode was that there had not been a planning director in some time, and a
significant amount of turnover in the position. Lack of leadership has made it difficult to
move forward with major planning efforts.
5.3 Community Process
The Town of Taos participated in a five-day charette process led by PlaceMakers. The
public was invited and encouraged to attend anytime during the charette process. During
the second and third days there were stakeholder meetings with specific groups focused
on developers, designers, neighborhood groups, elected and appointed officials, and
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retailers. According to both Susan Henderson and Matt Foster, the charette process was
transparent and involved tremendous public outreach via radio, website, newspaper, e-
mails, word of mouth, business cards, posters, and flyers. There was still criticism from
the community that not enough pubic outreach was done and that the charette process did
not include enough non-English speaking and local citizens. Foster acknowledged that
"Certain demographics have the time and knowledge of planning concepts to participate
- and most of the local folks either had to work or were not interested in spending their
time off involved in something they knew little about." Although zoning can be a less-
than-exciting topic, Foster believes that for Taos it will have a profound affect on the
community's lives into the future and involvement in this process is significant. One of
the difficulties during the charette process in Taos was that Foster was the only Town
employee able to staff the charette. In five days, Foster was responsible for being
involved in and digesting all of the SmartCode materials and "being in the minds of 13
different consultants." This was a challenge in that the Town was not able to be as
heavily involved in the charette process due to sheer numbers, as would be ideal to
represent the planning perspectives of the community.
5.4 Coding Document
The SmartCode for Taos is made up of six major components which include: (1) General
to All Plans, (2) New Community Scale Plans, (3) Infill Community Scale Plans, (4)
Building Scale Plans, (5) Standards & Tables, and (6) Definitions of Terms. In contrast
to Ventura, the SmartCode is less descriptive because it is not brought to life through a
planning document, which extrapolates on the regulations. Therefore, I will identify and
define each component of the code and elaborate on the code later in this chapter, based
on interviews and additional background research.
Code Administration: General to All Plans
This section of the code gives the Town of Taos the authority to this plan, to be adopted
under the Code of Ordinances. Most significantly the authority states that the code was
"adopted as one of the instruments of implementation of the public purposes and
objectives of the adopted Vision 2020 Master Plan and is declared to be in accord with
and in furtherance of the Vision 2020 Master Plan." The Authority states the intent of the
Code as "promoting the health, safety and general welfare of the Town.... Including
protection of the environment, conservation of land, energy and natural resources,
reduction in vehicular traffic congestion, more efficient use of public funds, health
benefits of a pedestrian environment, historic preservation, affordable housing, education
and recreation, reduction in sprawl development, and improvement of the built
environment."
The applicability of the Code describes the distinction between what is required, what is
recommended, and what is optional within the code. The Code will take precedence over
all other codes, ordinances and regulations except for the New Mexico Building Code,
International Building Code and International Residential Code as well as a list of other
state and national codes. The code will be mandatory for designated areas and the intent
and purpose of the Code is to enable, encourage and qualify the implementation of the
following policies for the Region, Community, and Building:
The Region
(A) The Region will retain its natural infrastructure and visual character
(B) Growth strategies will encourage infill and redevelopment
(C) Development contiguous to urban areas will be organized in the TND pattern
(D) Development non-contiguous to urban areas will be organized in the TND
pattern
(E) Affordable housing will be distributed throughout the region and match job
opportunities
(F) Transportation will be planned for land use
(G) Green corridors will define and connect urban areas
(H) Alternatives to automobiles will be included in the regional framework
The Community
(A) TND's and infill shall be compact, pedestrian-oriented and Mixed Use
(B) TND and infill will be the preferred pattern of development with single-use
districts as the exception
(C) Ordinary activities of daily living will be within walking distance of housing
to alleviate car dependence
(D) Thoroughfares will be designed to disperse and reduce automobile trips
(E) A range of housing types and pricing levels will exist within neighborhoods
(F) Appropriate building densities and land uses will be within walking distance
to transit
(G) Civic, institutional, and commercial activity will be embedded in town centers
(H) Schools should be located where children can walk or bike to them
(I) Open spaces are diverse and include parks, plazas and playgrounds and are
distributed within neighborhoods and town centers
The Block and the Building
(A) Buildings and landscapes should contribute to the physical definition of
thoroughfares as civic places
(B) Development should accommodate cars while respecting pedestrians and
public areas
(C) Street and building design should create safe environments but still remain
accessible
(D) Architecture and landscape design should come from local history and
climate
(E) Buildings should be energy efficient
(F) Civic buildings and public gathering areas should be in locations that
reinforce community identity and self-government
(G) Civic buildings should be prioritized and distinct compared to other buildings
in the Town
(H) Preservation and renewal of historic buildings should be facilitated
(I) The orderly evolution of urban areas are to be secured through form-based
codes
The processes by which a code will be enforced through the Town government will be
through the Development Review Committee (DCR). The DRC will process applications
and plans for proposed projects. Warrants and variances will be given out to projects that
do not comply with the Code but have been approved by the DRC. However maximum
dimensions of traffic lanes, required provision of real alleys and real lanes, and the
permission to build accessory buildings will not be allowed for approval under either a
warrant or variance, which shows the Town's seriousness about form-based standards.
Finally, incentives have been created by the Town to encourage the use of the Code.
These are standard to most form-based codes and are primarily focused around
streamlining the approvals and permitting processes. For Taos, the incentives include
minimizing traffic impact study requirements, and quicker processing through the DRC.
New Community Scale Plans
The regulations for New Community Scale Plans, or greenfield development, includes
guidelines for how to go about getting a plan adopted under the form-based code. For
Taos, this includes getting plans approved by the DCR and providing a regulating map
that will show the transect zones (see image on next page) civic zones, thoroughfare
networks, special districts, and numbers of warrants and variances within this New Plan
area. This section also outlines the sequence of community design, focusing on
pedestrian sheds as the guiding principle for site design. Transect zones will be allocated
by pedestrian shed according to community type. Community types will consist of two
options: Clustered Land Development (CLD) and Traditional Neighborhood
Development (TND). The CLD will be permitted for a New Community Plan of at least
20 acres but not more than 80.
TABLE 1. TRANSECT ZONE DESCRIPTIONS SMARTCODE
Taos, New Mexico
TABLE 1: Transect Zone Descriptions. This table describes of the Intent of each Transect Zone.
T-1 NATURAL
General Character:
Building Placement:
Frontage Types:
Typical Building Height:
Type of Civic Space:
Natural landscape with some agricultural use
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Parks, Greenways
T-2 RURAL
General Character: Pnmarily agriculturalboth inigated and ran dGenera Character:......, , ...............
and scattered buildings
Building Placement: Variable Setbacks
Frontage Types: Not applicable
Typical Building Height: 1- to 2-Story
Type of Civic Space: Parks, Greenways
T-3 SUB-URBAN
General Character: Landscaped yards surrounding detached single-family houses;
pedestrians occasionally
Building Placement: Large and variable front and side yard Setbacks
Frontage Types: Portals, fences, naturalistic tree planting
Typical Building Height: 1- to 2 Story
Type of Civic Space: Parks, Greenways
T4 GENERAL URBAN
M Ial Ch -4t &A;Mf- f-HC A T It.R h &·Ir~ . l i
ia•al . vla oIu•oous, opUIIInU s, olrll us•e uu)t3pexes, wiul
scattered Commercial activity balance between landscape and
buildings; presence of pedestrians
Building Placement: Shallow to medium front and side yard Setbacks
Frontage Types: Portals, Walls, Dooryards
Typical Building Height: 1- to 2-Story
Type of Civic Space: Plazuelas, Parks
T-5 URBAN CENTER
General Character:
Building Placement:
Frontage Types:
Typical Building Height:
Type of Civic Space:
Shops mixed with Courtyard houses, Townhouses, Apartment
houses, Offices, workplaces, and Civicbuildings; predominantly
attached buildings; trees within the public right-of-way,; substantial
pedestrian activity
Shallow Setbacks or none; buildings oriented to street defining
a street wall
Zero Setback, Public Portals
2-Story with occasional 1- Story
Plazas, Plazuelas, and median landscaping
Taos Transect Zones
- ---- ~---
A minimum of 50% of this acreage will be allocated to the T1 Natural Zone or T3 Rural
Zone in order to ensure the preservation of the natural landscape. A TND will be
permitted for a New Community Plan that is at least 40 acres but no more than 160 acres.
Within the T-4 General Urban Zone, it is required that there is a minimum residential mix
of three building types in order to create diversity of housing styles. Transect zones will
be assigned and mapped on each New Community Plan according to the percentages
allocated.
Civic zones dedicated for public use are designated on the New Community Plan as Civic
Space and Civic Building. The zone will be permitted by warrant as long as it does not
occupy more than 20% of the pedestrian shed. Within the Tl and T2 Zones, Civic Zones
will only be allowed by warrant. This is again in an effort to protect the open spaces and
concentrated development within the more existing urban areas. Within the denser zones
(T3-T5) at least 5% of the pedestrian shed will be dedicated to Civic Spaces including a
Main Civic Space. Within these areas, Civic Buildings will not occupy more than 20%
of the pedestrian shed and these buildings will provide a bench and shelter. Civic Spaces
are public sites dedicated to open space and Civic Buildings are sites dedicated for
buildings that contain civic uses, such as a non-profit organization dedicated to culture,
education, religion, government, transit, and parking. Special Districts will be
established to areas that, due to size, function or configuration cannot comfort to the
Transect Zone requirements.
Thoroughfares are an important aspect to the plans as they serve as the predominant
public space for the Town. As outlined by the Code, thoroughfares are intended to be
used by vehicular and pedestrian traffic, providing access to lots and open spaces. The
thoroughfares will be designed based on each Transect Zone, with width and desired
speeds congruent with the density and usage of each zone. Within the more rural zones,
pedestrian safety and comfort will be a secondary concern for design of thoroughfares,
generally favoring automobiles given the rural nature. Conversely, the most urban zones
will emphasize pedestrian comfort. Public frontages will contribute to the character of
each transect zone paying specific attention to streetscaping. For Taos, ten distinct
frontages were identified, each based on field measurement of precedents and organized
by transect (See diagram below).
TAOS FRONTAGES
KEY FRONTAGE FEATURES
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Frontage Types
Infill Community Scale Plans
Before any area is to be designated as infill, the planning office first must prepare Infill
Regulation Maps to delineate transect zones. These maps will consist of the pedestrian
sheds, transect and civic zones, thoroughfare network, special districts and records of
warrants or variances. Much like with New Community Plans, property applicants will
be required to submit building plans in accordance with the code within the specific infill
geography. An Infill TND is the only community type that will be eligible for an Infill
Community Plan and will be used for primarily residential neighborhoods, which may
include a mixed-use corridor. Civic Space Zones and Civic Building zones will be
designated on the Infill Map along with transect zones and maintain the same standards
as the New Community Plan.
Building Scale Plans
All lots and buildings located within a New Community Plan or Infill Community Plan
will be subject to the SmartCode and subject to Building Scale Plan requirements.
These plans are required to show the following before being reviewed for approval:
building disposition, building configuration, building function, parking lot standards,
landscape standards, signage standards, architectural standards, and lighting standards.
Specific standards for each of these requirements are laid out in the code, organized by
transect. See examples of typical disposition and configuration standards (See diagram
on next page). Building functions speak to the uses allowed for buildings. This is also
illustrated in the attached diagram. Parking, Landscape, Signage, and Lighting Standards
are also organized by transect.
TABLE 13D. FORM-BASED CODE GRAPHICS -T5B SMARTCODE
Taos, New Mexico
BUILDING CONFIGURATION
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The Code for Taos includes architectural standards in which some are required and
some recommended. These architectural standards are not in the SmartCode but rather
are in the existing "Architectural Design and Site Planning Standards for Commercial and
Industrial Structures and for Large Scale Development Standards." These guidelines are
found in the Vision 2020 plan and although they are strong, the consultants do not feel
they are enough to ensure the continuing character of Taos46. "The SmartCode provides
the missing piece to the Town's architectural guidelines. This happens at the scale of the
block and building and is regulated primarily through the transect zones47." It will be
interesting to learn if the consultants' prediction comes true and if the Town needs to
revise their design standards.
Standards and Tables
All of the graphic examples for the coding document exist in this section. Examples from
the coding documents have been places throughout this chapter, where most appropriate.
Definitions
This article provides definitions for terms in the SmartCode that are technical in nature or
that otherwise may not reflect the common usage of the term. All technical terms have
been defined and can be found in the Thesis Appendix. It is important to understand, as
mentioned in Chapter 2 of this thesis, that SmartCode uses different terms than other
form-based code models. This can be confusing, however the concepts are the same
despite the terminology.
46 Henderson Interview, 2008
47 Taos SmartCode: Charette Report and Manual DRAFT 2007
5.5 Current Status of the Code
There is still confusion around what the SmartCode means and how it relates to the
Vision 2020 plan. When I met with Matt Foster, Council elections were scheduled to
happen that following week and Foster mentioned that Council candidates were talking
about needing a new Master Plan - not realizing that one already existed (Vision 2020).
Some people think that the SmartCode is a Master Plan when it is really the regulating
zoning ordinance responding to the Town visions expressed in the Master Plan. Clearly
there is confusion around the role that the Master Plan and SmartCode play and one of
the goals moving forward is to work with the Council to clear up this confusion. One
strategy to get the Code adopted is to transition the code gradually. For example, some
parts of the code will be optional and some mandatory and gradually, over time, the
entire code will become mandatory. The code is still in the process of being adopted and
is hoping to gain community and stakeholder support through an affordable housing
demonstration project.
5.5.1 Affordable Housing
According to Foster, affordable housing was a major issue within creating a new vision
for the Town and a complimentary development code. The current performance
standards of the existing code do not allow for the density that developers need to build a
mix of affordable and market-rate housing units, and make a reasonable profit. In Taos
especially, the housing demand is for single-family detached housing. Large minimum
lot size requirements do not allow for more density and does not address the demand for
affordable housing. The affordable housing crisis in Taos has been an impetus for
bringing the SmartCode to Taos, and will improve the housing situation by allowing for
greater density with different performance standards for lot sizes48.
The Town of Taos is now thinking about implementation and plans to use a
demonstration project to A) show confidence in the code, and B) garner confidence from
developers and the community. Since affordable housing is an important issue for Taos
residents, the Town will implement a demonstration project for affordable housing. The
Town currently owns 18.5 acres of undeveloped land and will work with the Taos
Housing Corporation fund to build the project without private equity from a developer.
The current subdivision plan does not reflect the community's vision and needs to be
rethought to include new density and design requirement. Since the City Council will not
adopt the SmartCode as a replacement code right now, a Town-owned and funded
demonstration plan is one mechanism to promote the code in hopes of it being more
widely adopted for Taos. The Land Use Development Code Revisions Committee works
to make the SmartCode more consistent with Vision2020 as well as with affordable
housing needs. Taos' strategy is to work with this committee and the City Council to use
the SmartCode as a demonstration project to show a more streamlined approvals process
and more community-representative design outcomes. Proving the success of the
SmartCode will encourage developers to use it and create other successful mixed-use
projects that could be approved in as short as a month. Due to current process and
extraneous requirements, developers are not interested in building in Taos because it is
too difficult. The community also needs to see how the SmartCode will bring better
development patterns into their Town. "Smart Growth" is what people say they want, but
48 Foster Interview, 2008
in reality they are not interested in increased density or a mix of uses in their own
neighborhoods. In reality, density needs to happen to fight sprawl, increase housing
affordability, and improving walkability and connections.
5.5.2 Capturing Community Character Through the Code
According to PlaceMakers head consultant on the Taos Code, Susan Henderson, the plan
for Taos is one of the most successful plans that PlaceMakers has worked on. Susan
believes that what has made the plan successful is that it accurately captured the character
of Taos through the coding document. Matt Foster agrees somewhat with Susan's praises
of the code, but also feels that there are challenges that still lay ahead for both
implementing and perfecting the code to reflect community vision. Foster believes that
the form-based regulations are good and do a much better job at creating character, form
and pattern of development, particularly in urban areas along commercial corridors (areas
encouraging greater density). Foster states that, "Compared to a Walmart, Albertsons,
and fast food restaurant type of development, it's much better." This type of
development was taking over Taos and part of the impetus to bring SmartCode to the
community was to control this type of development. The regulations and metrics for the
final version of the SmartCode were based on the historic district, which is the most
loved place in the Town. The community wanted to radiate the old historic character
outside of the immediate town center authentically. That is to say, they did not want a
Disney-like, phony recreation of older building types, materials, and architectural styles.
One of the problems with the SmartCode from Fosters' perspective was that it did not do
a good enough job at dealing with the issue of preservation of rural and agricultural land.
The history of the land around Taos is rich with agriculture and Pueblo Indian history.
The greenbelt around the Town is near the mountains and within the flood plain of the
Rio Grande. Pueblo Indians have traditionally farmed through the irrigation system for
hundreds of years and this land is considered the most valuable in terms of open space
and farmland. Additionally, the spectacular scenery, natural resources, and history that is
represented in the landscape is part of Taos' identity and significance. Most of the
current zoning for this area is low-density residential with some parts commercial and
some high-density residential. Under current zoning, there is nothing to protect this land
from development. For political and legal reasons, PlaceMakers was instructed not to
downzone this area within the new SmartCode. As a result, PlaceMakers created six
transect zones to represent Taos. Rather than zone these sensitive greenbelt areas as a
protected "agriculture" zone, they have been zoned as T-5 zones under the SmartCode,
which is not protecting this land any better than current zoning but instead calling for
greater density. The purpose of this zoning is to curb sprawling patterns, which is
positive but it does not take into account the sensitivity of these important open spaces.
Foster believes that moving forward the Town needs to work with PlaceMakers to create
a new transect or sub-transect zone for preserving this agricultural land.
Susan Henderson from PlaceMakers believes that another reason Taos is so successful is
that it is very closely calibrated. Although this is a huge achievement, the PlaceMakers
consultants cannot possibly understand what it will mean to live with the code on a day-
to-day basis. For better or worse, the name of Andreas Duany holds no weight in a
conversation with a developer about lot lines. The people of Taos want to understand
what new coding will mean for their land and whether or not the irrigation ditches and
within the greenbelt will be preserved. Foster expresses that if the code were so closely
calibrated to the vision of the Town, there would be something in the code to protect this
important landscape rather than creating a denser version of suburbanism.
5.6 Conclusions and Analysis
Motivation Historic Identity Control Economic Affordable
Preservation Creation/Branding of Development HousingCommunity Sprawl
Leander 2 3 1
Ventura 1 3 2
TAOS 3 1 2
Control of Sprawl/Open Space Preservation - Taos has identified in their Vision and
within the SmartCode that there are a number of ways in which the SmartCode will
improve the Town of Taos. Most obviously, the Town has a distinct Pueblo architecture
found in the old historic plaza and a desire to replicate this style elsewhere using similar
block patterns and building standard within the code. To the locals, this architecture
holds historic meaning, but for the thousands of tourists that pass through the Town each
year and drive the economy, this adobe style is distinctly present-day Taos on a more
superficial and purely aesthetic level. In the instance of Ventura, it was very clear that
the City wanted to preserve the historic past through architecture. However, the
historically important issues for Taos not only lie inside the most urban core. I argue that
the deepest underlying motivation for adopting the SmartCode for Taos is in the
preservation of the open spaces surrounding the Town, which goes hand in hand with
controlling sprawl. These open spaces hold the deepest historical significance for the
region and Town. The open spaces were the inspiration for many generations from the
first American Indian inhabitants to the Spanish Settlers, World-Class artists to American
Film. And today, these open spaces are still the most significant for preserving the
identity of Taos.
Affordable Housing - I argue that affordable housing is the second most important
motivation for adopting a SmartCode for Taos. The current zoning does not allow for the
kind of density that will support multi-family housing, which has suited the part-time
recreational homeowner but has not supported the local Taos community. As Taos has
become a more popular destination, the demand for housing has continued to climb and
has out-priced many long-time residents. The SmartCode is a reasonable solution to this
problem and the Town has a strong chance of making affordable housing happen for the
following reasons: A) The Code has brought to the table images of density that do not
repel local residents who do not want to live in a dense, urban community; B) The Code
reflects new building and community types that support this kind of density within an
aesthetic that is appropriate for Taos and tailored for specific neighborhoods (or transect
zones). For example, the block standards and building forms for the Historic Plaza have
been replicated in other parts of the community under the new code; C) An affordable
housing project will be the first demonstration of the SmartCode used to build confidence
in the code and garner public support. If the Town can garner public support through the
creation of affordable housing, it is clear that affordable housing is an important
motivation within the community and for future use of the code. All of theses factors are
supporting the creation of affordable housing and making conditions more feasible for
developers.
Although there are dominant underlying motivations for Taos, there are many other
drivers for brining the SmartCode to the Town. The demonstration project and ability to
rectify the preservation of important open space will seal the future of the code. Matt
Foster has practically worked single-handedly with the community and the consultants to
bring the code to life. He sees that power in the Code but recognizes that the consultants
only experienced a small piece of Taos in their short time with the community and there
is still more work to be done. Time will tell what this plan will create for the future, but I
would imagine that 10 years from now the Town will not look significantly different than
it does today. This may be because the Code is never fully adopted by the Town due to
inconsistencies with the Town visions and politics. However, if the town successfully
completes the demonstration project and makes the value of the SmartCode more clear,
there is potential for Taos to grow according to the Town's visions - providing a mix of
housing types, block standards that replicate the historic neighborhoods, and curbing
sprawl on the outskirts of town to protect the open spaces.
CHAPTER 6: CASE STUDY OF LEANDER, TEXAS
Driving on highway 183 en route to Leander from Austin, all signs of the city abruptly
disappeared as I left the city limits and entered endless highway sandwiched between
equally endless strip mall developments. The directions I was given said to take 183 until
reaching the Toll Road at 183A. I thought this was strange considering I perceived toll
roads to be a northeastern phenomena and new infrastructure did not require such an
antiquated system. I noticed I was the only person going through the toll, and when the
toll worker in the booth said to me, "come back again real soon" and seemed especially
excited to see me, I realized that not many people pass through these tolls - especially not
anybody who plans to pass through the tolls twice in the same day. Suddenly, the road
was wide open with no cars and no more strip malls. After driving five miles or so and
wondering if I had made a wrong turn somewhere, I passed a sign indicating I had
entered Leander - still no signs of development but instead open land on either side of
this massive, shiny and new stretch of highway.
6.1 History
The City of Leander, originally called Bagdad was first settled around 1845 by Anglos
receiving bounty land grants in exchange for service in the Texas Revolution. Bagdad
settlers often lived in log cabins and were the subjects of countless Native American
attacks that also lived in the region. Soon enough, the Texas Rangers were called in to
protect the settlers and in the 1850's many businesses began opening, including a
blacksmith and the first post office.
Although many of Bagdad's men left to join the Southern Forces during the Civil War,
most returned after their service. Bagdad was a stop on the stage line from Austin to
Lampasas and the settlers were able to have goods delivered to them from Austin. By
1870 Bagdad had a hotel, school, general stores, another blacksmith shop, and several
churches. Churches played the most significant role in the community acting as a source
of entertainment and a social network.
By the 1890's the railroad industry expanded to Texas with plans to build tracks through
Bagdad's downtown area. With great opposition from the folks of Bagdad, Austin and
Northwestern Railroad officials instead built the tracks one mile east of the downtown.
After the railroad was built, the settled started moving their homes and businesses closer
to the railroad recognizing that it was better for business. The area was surveyed, lots
were sold by the railroad and the new town of Leander was established in 1882 named
after Leander "Catfish" Brown who was one of the men responsible for the completion of
the rail line. In addition to existing businesses, there was now the first bank, doctors'
offices, lawyers offices and a drug store. Ranching and farming became a larger industry
and cotton continued to be the primary crop exported. The population at this time was
around 329 and the first public schools were opened
When the depression hit the country, Leander's population dropped down to 200.
Schools and services consolidated to share regional resources and save money. Many
men left again to join the War during World War II. During the 1950's the population
rebounded back to around 300 and the City included three new grocery and goods stores.
Subdivisions began to develop through the 1960's with many citizens working and
shopping in Austin thanks to the accessibility of the automobile. In 1978, the City of
Leander was incorporated and elected its first mayor. The city began to grow rapidly
with subdivisions being developed west of the city where water and sewer resources were
available. With all the new growth, Leander continued to be a mostly rural community.
By 1990, the population had grown to nearly 3,398 attracting new businesses such as
service shops and fast food establishments.
Today, Leander, Texas is one of the fastest growing cities in the state of Texas with an
estimated population of nearly 30,000. The City will continue to grow rapidly into the
future due to the procurement of 30 years of new water resources, a wastewater treatment
plant on the way, and the scheduled opening (November 2008) of a commuter rail stop in
the center of town that will link Leander to Austin. Leander has met the challenge of
seizing upon the benefits on population growth by adopting a form-based code for the
City. Time will tell whether or not it was the most effective tool to capitalize on
growth 49.
6.2 The Road to a SmartCode
In 2003, John Cowman, the Mayor of Leander was faced with the dilemma of planning
for new population, new transit, and new resources for Leander. The Mayor and other
key Central Texas officials participated in a tour of New Urbanist and transit-oriented
development communities led by Andres Duany in Washington D.C., and was inspired to
create a New Urbanist transit-oriented development plan for Leander. With a strong
Mayoral form of government, Cowman quickly won the approval and political support of
the City Council. The planning area for Leander consisted of 2,000 acres privately
owned by seven landowners. Cowman knew his challenge was convincing these
landowners that a form-based code would be in their best interest and thus commissioned
49 City of Leander website (www.leandertx.org)
a market study (Phase I Report) that would show the fiscal impacts of build-out under
current zoning and potential fiscal impacts of build-out under a form-based code
Leander TOD Planning Area
6.3 Leander's Planning Process
Leander's planning process began with convincing the primary landowners that investing
in a SmartCode would bring healthy profits on their land. Once the landowners were
convinced, form-based code consultants from PlaceMakers 5 arrived in Leander for the 3-
4 day charette process. According to consultant Susan Henderson of PlaceMakers, the
charette process was more exclusive than the consultants would have liked. This was due
primarily to the fact that seven private landowners were financially at stake and promised
by the City that they would have a certain degree of control in the planning process to
50 Placemakers is group of planning and urban design consultants that focus on placemaking tools to help
communities grow more strategically. Placemakers is focused on planning charettes, and code
implementation and marketing for communities. The consultants come from a range of disciplines
including planning, urban design, architecture, law, business, and marketing.
scenario. The results were astonishing
and the form-based code scenario showed
nearly twice the tax base value by almost
an additional one billion dollars. After
much negotiation, the landowners all
agreed to move forward with the planning
study and code development, which they
privately funded along with Capitol Metro
(commuter rail).
ensure return on their investments. However, the opinion of City Urban Design Officer
Pix Howell was that it was an inclusive and transparent process in which the majority of
the people involved in the process were excited about the plan and liked the idea that
there would be something unique and different in their community. It helped that the
City Council has also been very receptive and supportive of the new code.
During the public process, long-time Leander residents expressed both excitement and
concern about new development in Leander. There were some parts of Leander where
single-family zoning had been included in the transit-oriented development area.
Residents were afraid that there would be a huge building next to their single-family
home and worried about what increased density and mixing uses would mean for their
neighborhoods. Mr. Howell acknowledged that in the planning process there were
"CAVE" people, or "Citizens Against Virtually Everything" and that these people
protested the change of zoning of their property for irrational reasons, such as a
personality conflict with a neighbor. Community input was important in the charette for
Leander but the bottom line came down to what the seven property owners/developers
wanted to see on their land and thus the community process was not equitable, based on
what I have learned. This does not necessarily mean the urban design outcomes for
Leander will suffer, but it does mean that a developers' vision rather than a community
vision drove the pubic process.
6.4 The Coding Document
Before adopting the TOD for Leander, the City was entirely governed by a composite
zoning ordinance. Composite zoning regulates uses through use districts and provides
the flexibility to add uses as a community changes. The downside to composite zoning is
that districts tend to become customized over time and thus more narrowly defined and
numerous. It becomes difficult to administer composite zoning ordinances because at
some point, every tract of land is handled by its own unique standards and an overall
vision for a City becomes lost. Additionally, the use-restrictive nature of composite
zoning can make it very difficult for developers to buy and sell property. Composite
zoning is especially popular in rural places like much of Central Texas where landowners
are developers, and development does not require the same level of planning. Although
these districts are prescriptive of uses, they do not pay close attention to urban design
standards. Often times, the site and architectural standards have to be structured to fit the
lowest common denominator of standards appropriate for the full list of allowable uses
per district. This results in consuming and
unpredictable development patterns lacking
character and community identity.
In 2004, the seven landowners, City Council,
and Commuter Rail were on-board to fund
and create the masterplan and SmartCode for
Leander. Unlike Ventura the masterplan was
not mandated by the state of Texas, and thus
the process for creating a plan and code was
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significantly different. The Phase I Report was the first product of the planning process,
which included the market study, geography most suitable for a TOD, and an inventory
of existing conditions for Leander. The Phase I plan informed the public 3-4 day charette
process. The charette informed the creation of the SmartCode document and finally, the
SmartCode will be brought to life with the creation of the Unified Land Development
Code. Although the Unified Land Development Code is still unfinished, the SmartCode
has been adopted for the identified TOD area of Leander and is now set as regulations for
development for that geography. Compared to California and as explained by Ventura
Planning Director Kaizer Rangwala, the need to create a plan arose from the need to
create a new coding document, rather than an initial plan for Leander that would guide
regulations. This is an important distinction to understand between planning in a
community like Ventura vs. a community like Leander, and gives insights into how the
future of a place is viewed and how land and place are valued.
6.5 SmartCode for Leander
The SmartCode for Leander is based on the DPZ model for a form-based code explained
in further detail in the background chapter. Since the form-based code for Leander is not
yet attached to a final planning document and is yet to yield results, rather than going
through each of the code components, I will outline my observations of the unique
aspects of this code. For this case study, I will also rely more heavily on my interviews
with Chief Urban Design Officer for Leander, Pix Howell and PlaceMakers consultant
Susan Henderson. Both Pix and Susan were able to provide more insight into the
motivations of Leander than the Code can explain.
Focusing first exclusively on the coding document, the most significant aspect of the
code is that it was created in fine detail. This plan is much like what I would consider a
plan for a new community to look like - a community built from scratch. Urban
Standards, Parking, Streetscaping, Landscaping, Building Disposition, Civic Space
Types, and Architectural Standards are all included in the SmartCode and all appear to
hold equal weight within the plan. The architectural standards are prescriptive, however
they do not regulate architectural styles but rather ensure that the building materials,
construction, and architectural details are of good quality. All of the components of the
plan are well thought out but do not speak to a distinct place, but rather are good
guidelines for creating any new community. Of course, there is a history within Leander,
but the focus of this plan is on creating a mixed-use, transit-oriented development that
will create a new community type within central Texas in order to accommodate a
massive influx of new population that will be brought by the commuter rail.
*pernited within Open Spaces (see Se"timo 6.ro)
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6.6 Current Status of the Code
Leander is a conununity with opportunity knocking at its door. Its proximity to Austin,
soon-to-be transit access, and access to new water resources means that population will
continue to flood this small city. The construction of the 183A Tollway by the Central
Texas Regional Mobility Authority (CTRMA) has also contributed significantly to
Leander's growth. Leander is a unique example of a community that does not have to
deal extensively with infill development. Additionally, Leander's SmartCode is the only
coding document of its type in Central Texas. If and when this code begins to come to
life, Leander will look very different than other like-type communities in Central Texas.
An interview with Pix Howell highlighted a number issues and conditions associated with
Leander's code. According to Pix, there are a lot of developers interested in building in
Leander. Most developers that are familiar with other New Urbanist Projects are not
located in Central Texas and so it may take more effort to spur development initially.
Additionally, SmartCode requires more stringent architectural standards, which will be
more expensive for a developer. Pix speculated that whomever develops first will
initially lose money on the deal and will need to hold on to the investment for a few years
until the property values catch up to the investment. So far, everyone is trying to figure
out if they want to take the leap and be the first to invest in this property. Most likely,
this first development will happen around the train station. According to Pix, the
SmartCode has hurt the town more than helped it so far. After the creation of the
SmartCode, the property values skyrocketed from $8,000/acre to $250/SF.
6.7 Conclusions and Analysis
Motivation Preservation Creation of Control Economic Affordable
of Character Character of Development Housing
Community Sprawl
LEANDER 2 3 1
Ventura 1 3 2
Taos 3 1 2
Economic Development - The SmartCode for Leander is vastly different than Taos, and
especially Ventura. Within the list of dominant motivations, Leander's code falls within
three categories: Creation of Character, Economic Development, and Control of Sprawl.
Based on what I learned through interviews and the coding and background documents, I
would judge that the first motivation for Leander is economic development. The City is
slated for a boom in population and thus the Mayor, Pix Howell, and the seven land
developers are looking to make the largest return on investment by developing compactly
around the train station.
Identity Creation/Branding - Since Texans are generally unaccustomed to density, in
order to achieve this more profitable, compact development it was essential that the City
pay close attention to creating an identity or brand for Leander. The images created by
the consultants show Leander straddling the identity of a cosmopolitan downtown and a
Wild West railroad town.
½Proposed Mixed-Use Rendering of Leander TOD
The public process and marketing of the SmartCode got the community excited about
making Leander a unique and special place and thus the desire to create an identity for
Leander became essential for public support as well as acceptance of new density levels
in a relatively suburban community. Interestingly, the code does not prescribe building
types or specific architectural styles but rather building and design quality. According to
Pix Howell, it will be interesting to see who develops first in Leander. Since there is no
specific style to imitate, the first development will set the tone of what Leander will look
and feel like. The City may not end up looking like an upscale railroad town, as
portrayed in the images, but certainly the development will be more walkable and .
compact, with a mix of uses and a more active street environment.
Control of Sprawl - Finally, the City of Leander was faced with the problem of how to
manage growth given new water resources and transit access bringing more people to the
City. I argue that the third most important motivation for the SmartCode was to use the
code as a tool to manage the sprawling development patterns common within Central
Texas. The practical implications of less infrastructure and more sustainable
development, mixed with the foresight that compact development will be more attractive
to consumers are both reasons why Leander would choose to develop differently than
most surrounding communities.
Pix Howell was nothing like what I expected a Texan quasi-developer to be. I envisioned
in my mind walking into the planning office a zoning czar, but found after two hours of
conversation someone who truly understands community and human settlement. Much
of the success of Leander's code will fall on Pix's shoulders as he continue to keep
confidence high that the SmartCode will happen and will create a better Leander. I was
struck by Pix's ability to balance the financial needs of the developers and the desires of
the community to live in a place they feel connected to. According to Dauny, only 35%
of the population is interested in living in a mixed-use/smart growth type of community.
So how is it possible that Texans are so excited about a form-based code in a traditionally
sprawling part of the country? Pix believes that when talking to someone with no
knowledge on planning, they understand form-based codes without needing to know the
detail and mechanisms that make it work. They understand this type of planning because
"in this country with so much emphasis on supporting yourself and pushing neighbors
away, it is counter to our souls after 400,000 years of being in a tribe." Pix believes that
people want to be part of a community and that form-based coding gives them great
enthusiasm because they desperately are seeking a community to identify with besides
their churches. I believe Pix is correct and am confident that under his Leadership,
Leander will not only be a success unto itself but will influence how Texas will grow into
the future.
CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS FROM CASE STUDIES
7.1 Answers to Research Questions
My initial research intent was to answer two questions:
(1) What is the range of motivations that underlie the adoption of form-based codes
across communities?
(2) Is one motivation more successful than another in terms of achieving desired
outcomes?
I initially hypothesized that there were two underlying motivations for adopting a form-
based code, which included preservation of character and creation of character. And
given these two motivations, preserving character was more successful because it built
off of an already celebrated sense of past and would have lasting power into the future as
a result. Through my research I have learned creation and preservation are two polar
examples of how a form-based code can improve the built form, and that many more
underlying motivating factors guide the use and adoption of the code. Although I wish I
could explore every code that exists, within the limitations of this research I was able to
look at three main examples to determine a range of motivations. I chose examples that
appeared extreme in hopes of capturing the fullest range possible within my time
constraints.
7.2 Preservation of Character
Every community examined in this thesis was concerned with preserving what makes
their community unique to one degree or another. Form-based codes started as a
technique to improve development patterns for greenfield sites, but have evolved into a
mechanism for urban revitalization with a goal of re-creating and preserving historic
sections of a community51. The most important unifying character of a form-based code
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is an agreed upon community vision of a desired character and physical form of a place.
In some cases, like Leander, this involved the creation of a new type of development
pattern. In other cases, like Ventura, what people said they wanted for their community
was based upon a great example of what already exists. In the beginning of many form-
based codes, the first vision and section of the plan has to deal with what makes their
community unique, and the importance of preserving that specialness into the future
through the built form.
Ventura is a great example of a community that uses preservation of character as their
primary motivation for using a form-based code. The history of Ventura is preserved in
many ways - through the architecture, civic spaces, landmarks, and cultural resources.
This historical significance and celebration is explicit in the form-based code in the way
in which the code is woven into the masterplan as well as the detailed architectural
guidelines and historic architectural reference documents. When interviewing Paul
Crawford, he shared with me an example of a multi-family housing project designed
under Ventura's old zoning code vs. the same project designed using the form-based
code. It was obvious that the new building designed under the new code had a better
relationship and scale to the street, but the most significant outcome of the new design
was that the architecture was exactly the same as the previous design. This is to say that
the adobe style that was chosen by the architect and developer was keeping within
Ventura's character but not because of architectural regulations. I cannot claim to know
what the reasons were for the architect using this style, but I imagine a combination of
community pride, peer pressure, and familiarity with specific styles all contributed to this
project. Overall there is a sense of place within Ventura that is celebrated and reinforced
which is evident in the Downtown Specific Plan and Development Code.
7.3 Creation of Character
I initially hypothesized that communities that wanted to rebrand themselves or create
community character, commonly used form-based coding. I viewed the first form-based
code in Seaside as well as the idea that a community could regulate form through zoning,
as a planning tool that would allow for a community lacking character or history to
become an important place. My personal belief is that character and sense of place
cannot be duplicated through the built form without seeming fake. My initial image of a
form-based code community was one that would look much like Celebration, Florida or
other "Diney-fied" communities homogenous architecturally, economically, and
demographically. I believe that it is important to weave some kind of history into a City
in order to create at least one common fact that everyone within a community can rally
around.
I agree with Jane Jacobs in the "Death and Life of Great American Cities" that it is
important to at least have some old buildings for both architectural character as well as
economic diversity. This is not possible in every American community because some
communities are still very new. Also, some communities have not traditionally
celebrated their history and thus new buildings have replaced old buildings. Perhaps a bit
old school, but inherent in traditional American Urbanism is the corner grocery store -
the corner stone of every community, the lower-rent mom and pop store that everyone
can use and appreciate, where people of different backgrounds can mix, and where
community is created and represented. Completely building a new place does not
necessarily lend itself to lower-yield, or lower-intensity/ lower-rent uses. The corner
grocery store does not have a chance economically in a brand new community because of
the cost of new construction. The risk in building a new community is that you end up
with what is economically feasible, which to my knowledge, is often synonymous with
homogeneity.
However, through my exploration of form-based codes I learned that some of my
assumptions were inaccurate and overly judgmental. As mentioned within the previous
section on preservation of character, form-based codes are focused around the creation of
desirable physical places. What defines a desirable physical place varies from
community to community and, when done correctly, is based upon a vision created by the
community. Form-based codes are ideal for communities interested in revitalization or
historic preservation as well as jurisdictions seeking a fundamental change in urban form
and character - for instance, when developing areas that have become obsolete or which
were poorly planning at the outset. Leander is a good example of one such community
that is looking to create a new urban form in order to accommodate inevitable population
growth. I learned through visits, interviews, and research that identity creation for
Leander does not necessarily mean "7 types of Southern Vernacular52" like within the
example of Seaside. Developing in a compact, mixed-use manner alone will give
Leander a distinct identity within Central Texas where growth patterns are traditionally
spread out and automobile reliant.
In the renderings for Leander there is a distinct railroad town meets downtown Austin
style but this does not necessarily mean a Disney version of an old west town - like going
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to Frontier Land at Disneyland. This means a scale and building type that fits with
existing architecture and emphasizes architectural quality rather than style. This being
said, character is context-sensitive and important. From what I have learned about form-
based codes, creation of character is positive and does not go too far with trying to instill
a past that does not already exist. According to Paul Crawford, if a history does not exist
in a city or town, consultants will look to the region for examples. There is always a
history to be recreated or embraced and doing so does not make the community less
unique, but perhaps it does make the community less authentic. Unique meaning that the
community creates a brand for themselves rather through specific architectural character,
or in the case of Leander, a new urban pattern. Authenticity refers more specifically to
whether or not the community in honoring the existing character or already celebrated
past through the development code and thus urban design interventions.
7.4 Economic Development
Form-based codes allow for development to happen in a manner that is predictable. One
of the problems with current zoning in certain communities, especially historic
communities, is that developers do not want to develop where the process is overly
arduous and expensive. It becomes very difficult to revitalize or make any kind of
change within a community that is resistant to developers. Form-based codes avoid the
typical scenarios facing developers, which include wasting time and money on a concept
that ends up being rejected by a planning board, and fearing the proposal of something
desirable because too many variances or discretionary approvals would be required. The
guessing game is removed when a community writes what is desirable within a
regulatory document, or code up front. Within a form-based code the incentive of
streamlined permitting and processing makes development much more feasible and
attractive to potential developers. Additionally, the community feels safe knowing that
the development will look and interact with the public domain in a certain way when it is
completed, because the building envelope is clearly prescribed within the regulations.
Leander is a very clear and unusual example of a form-based code that is focused on
economic development. With population on the rise, the City conducted an economic
market study to show the tax base revenue under current zoning vs. under a form-based
code. The form-based code results were nearly double the exiting zoning and thus the
decision was made to adopt a form-based code based on economic conditions. For
Leander, it was a matter of developing more compactly, mixing uses and making the
process easy for developers. For most other communities that do not have the luxury of
undeveloped land, form-based codes are a means of getting new development to happen
within an existing built form. Ventura is an example of a community that has strict
regulations for new development and in the past has had a difficult time bringing new
uses or building fit-outs into the downtown. With form-based codes, the built form is
protected and developers are more attracted to working within an easier and more
efficient process, keeping the end in mind throughout the development process.
7.5 Control of Sprawl
When visiting each of my case studies, I was amazed at the sprawling development that
occurred outside of the immediate downtown areas. Growing up in San Luis Obispo,
California and living in Boston, with the exception of an occasional trip down Route 9 in
Framingham, I have been relatively sheltered from the impacts of sprawling development
patterns. Every community I visited addressed sprawl as an impetus for a form-based
code from a sustainability perspective and a community character/densification
perspective.
Taos was specifically focused on controlling sprawl as a means of preserving community
character. The Town of Taos identifies with the surrounding open spaces, as they have
been an important part of the history of the community. Artists have drawn inspiration
from the vibrant colors, films have used these spaces as a backdrop to American classic
movies, and the Pueblo Indians have inhabited these lands for thousands of years - living
off the land long before Spanish settlers inhabited New Mexico. The form-based code
was brought into the community to combat the development that was leaking into these
important open spaces. However, the coding process has not yet proven to be successful
at protecting these lands. One of the problems with the SmartCode is that it has rural to
urban zones prescribed through the transect that do not necessarily apply to all
communities. For example, the most rural transect zone used within the SmartCode for
Taos currently calls for more density than what already exists. While this works for a
more urban community like Ventura, it does not work for Taos, which derives character
from open spaces. Taos wants compact, mixed-use development but only in the more
existing urban areas, not infringing on the Town's open spaces"5 . Crawford informed me
that within the model that he uses, there is flexibility for creating new zones within the
transect, and this technique is extremely important for more closely calibrating the code
to the community.
Taos will continue to work with PlaceMakers to ensure that this vital open space is
protected through the code. According to Crawford, this is possible and important to
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keep in mind when working with communities that range in urban to rural character. The
SmartCode and other transect-based codes are not one-size-fits all, and it is the
responsibility of the consultant and the communities to communicate unique attributes of
a place in order to most closely calibrate the code.
7.6 Affordable Housing
Ventura, Taos, and Leander all mentioned affordable housing as one of the visions that
came out of the community processes. Matt Foster specifically spent significant time in
his interview describing affordable housing as an impetus for the Taos SmartCode. One
of the problems with current zoning in Taos is that it is exclusionary, requiring a
minimum lot size and thus not allowing for any accessory or multi-family housing which
is more affordable 54. I argue that affordable housing was one of the underlying
motivations for the Taos SmartCode, but it has become a more prevalent issue as getting
the code adopted and implemented has been a focus of the Town. Taos is hoping to use
an affordable, mixed-income housing project to demonstrate how the form-based code
works and to encourage more developers and citizens to buy into the concept. Ventura
has also seen form-based codes as a mechanism to provide more affordable housing in
the downtown. However, I speculate that Ventura's motivation errs on the side of
providing affordable housing as secondary to providing higher-rent housing in the
downtown, hoping to inject more entrepreneurs and higher-income residents into the
economy by diversifying Ventura's housing types.
Although affordable housing is clearly a primary community concern within most
planning processes, within the form-based coding context it appears to be a positive bi-
54 Foster Interview, 2008
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product of the code and not necessarily a dominant motivating factor in any of the cases I
studied. Increasing density is inherent in any form-based code thus increasing instances
of mixed-use and mixed housing types, making affordable housing a product of most
form-based codes. Like in the instance of Taos, an affordable housing demonstration
project is an excellent way to garner public support for a code, and therefore it may
become a more primary objective but is not necessarily a driving impetus for form-based
coding.
7.7 Which Motivation is the Most Successful?
In response to my second question, I do not feel that these codes have been around long
enough to know exactly their impact on development outcomes. However, based on my
research I am willing to make an informed speculation on what motivations have the
most lasting power and will be most effective at ensuring desired outcomes. I argue that
preservation of character will have the most profound impact in terms of achieving
outcomes that are closest to underlying goals and motivations for a form-based code. I
attribute this to history and community investment in preserving community character. It
is innately human to become attached to a place, building or street because of what it
symbolizes. Whether it is memories of bringing your children at a young age to eat lunch
at a park or plaza or the ancestral heritage of a community, the power of memory is
undeniable. People are nostalgic for the past because these memories provide physical
and psychological security - giving individuals and groups reference points within the
city and within time.
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In the case of Ventura, the community is aware of the Mission and the Chumash past, and
that is carried forward in all aspects of community character from creation of the
Downtown Specific Plan to the Development Code, to community-wide celebrations.
The community reinforces regulations and through their cooperation preservation will
take place is an authentic and effective manner, and Ventura's roots will continue long
into the future. This would probably be true without a form-based code, but the code will
ensure that development happens in a historically sensitive manner while allowing for
new development and redevelopment.
Within this conversation about preservation of character is an interesting idea about two
distinct ways of reflecting on the past. Julian Beinart argues that an ideal city lives
within a balance of nourishment and challenge. That is to say, a good city needs to
exhibit a certain amount of stability as well as change. The human mind cannot process
past and present at the same time and thus it is important for a City to feel comfortable
and at the same time able to function at a high level through its urban form. The artifacts
of our city, the buildings, memorials, and monuments give us a "biological sense of
equilibrium and cultural continuity by virtue of their stability.55" According to John
Ruskin, "we may live without architecture, and worship without her, but we cannot
remember without her." In the instance of form-based codes, the underlying motivation
of character preservation has the strongest connection to achieving desired outcomes
because these symbols of the past provide a great sense of security within the city.
Ventura's plan and city organization in anchored by the Mission and surrounding historic
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districts and structures. These are important forces within Ventura that bring people
together around common unifying historical themes, and provide an innate psychological
and physical organization within the built form.
Building on this theory, there are two possible ways of reflection on the past: through
history and memory. Beinart argues that history exists only as long as an object is in use
and as long as the form relates to its original function. However, when form and function
are severed, and only form remains vital, history shifts into the realm of memory. I
would argue that when history shifts into the realm of memory is when you are replacing
structure and stability with nostalgia and longing for the past. "History is the line and
memory is the color". Memory is more powerful than history because it is deeply
connected to the soul and accuracy of events or places becomes less important than the
feeling that is evoked through the built form. Form-based codes are often used to capture
community character, but the authenticity of this character straddles the line between
history and memory - and that balance varies from community to community depending
on the resources available.
The character that defines the city is not necessarily representative of everyone who lives
there. In some instances the history chosen might bring back memories of oppressive
times for particular groups of people - for example the beloved Missions of California
might be a significant historical artifact of the City but in reality represent the oppression
of the American Indians by the Spanish settlers. These complex issues need to be
explored further within the context of New Urbanism and form-based codes in order to
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ensure that this new zoning technique is not just another fad, but truly speaking to the
heart and soul of the American City.
Identity creation is a close second as it is driven by economic incentives to a municipality
and a developer. In the case of Leander, identity creation through a form-based code will
mean double the revenue - and money speaks. Most communities looking to revamp
their image through a change in form are interested in identity creation to build financial
stability and community stability56. Because this motivation does not have the same
staying power and roots as a community with history, I believe that it is an important and
effective motivation but not the most significant. Similar is economic development,
which holds hands with all of the motivations because without improving a community's
economic capital, the form-based code would not exist.
7.8 Future Research: A New Theory of Good City Form
New Urbanism and specifically form-based codes have had a significant impact on the
built environment and continue to gain popularity. It is the belief of some critics that
form-based codes are not a solution to the city's problems, but rather a form of
"microsurgery" on specific neighborhoods within a city. This is a fair criticism but
should not overshadow the fact that form-based codes do not claim to solve the city's
problems. They are meant to increase street vibrancy, improve development processes,
and create denser living options. However, form-based codes warrant close examination
because used as a tool to bring New Urbanist ideas about city form to life give these
codes a more powerful role in the future of city form theory and practice. If New
Urbanism, and thus form-based coding, is to become a new normative theory, it will be
56 Madden and Spikowski, 2006
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crucial to further explore how they are impacting social equity within the City, and to
push them to encompass more broadly, goals for creating more socially equitable cities.
Current literature suggests that New Urbanism has the potential to become the current
theory of good city form. An article by Emily Talen and Cliff Ellis argues that the
planning profession needs a "renewed focus on substance rather than process." The
argument includes criticism that the planning profession does not have clear principles,
leaving planners with shallow resources, which will ultimately confine planners to an
administrative role in the building of cities. The lack of theory of good city form
weakens planning in the following ways: leaving planners without guidance when
making critical decisions, inefficiency and constant "reinventing of the wheel", the
ceding of planning authority to other more narrow-minded actors, the appearance of
planning as a weak profession, and the lack of discussions about city beauty within the
field further reinforcing the perception that planning is a bureaucratic and uncreative
field. The last point being of biggest personal concern considering planning deals
directly with the critical issues of aesthetics, culture, and ethics.
Talen and Ellis state that the problem with current planning ideas on city form is that they
have been relegated to the level of urban design, viewed as "stylistic or architectural
solutions to peripheral problems." A theory of good city form must engage both aesthetic
ideas about the organization of space and ethical ideals concerning the city as a
supportive setting for quality of life57. In order for city form to become an equitable
planning theory, it must deal with the complexities of aesthetic, ethical, and political
57 Harried, 1997
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theory. Existing urban design theories must be combined with insights from other fields
(such as Radical Center Theory and political theories dealing with public space) in order
to strengthen and elevate the status of good city form theory and make it an equally
important theory to existing planning theory (instrumental rationality, equity, procedural,
and communicative theories).
Recent phenomena in planning practice have created an enormous opportunity to create a
new theory of city form. In particular there is a gradual convergence of opinion about
what good city form is. This has primarily been promoted through the Congress for New
Urbanism and their promotion of walkable, diverse, mixed-use landscapes that mimic
great cities of the past. A backlash against suburban development and growing
awareness of environmental sustainability has further pushed the promotion of New
Urbanism. New Urbanism has garnered additional support due to the evolving definition
of the "American Dream" partially shaped by recent political agendas to promote
environmental conservation and awareness (e.g., Al Gore's "An Inconvenient Truth"). It
is now taboo to drive an SUV or have a perfectly green front lawn - once symbols of the
"American Dream."
Kevin Lynch in 1982 expressed in A Theory of Good City Form, that this is a critically
important time for planning scholars to rekindle the normative approach. He referred to
normative planning theory as the branch of planning that is "spindly and starved for
light." Lynch believed that the creation of a normative theory should not be restricted to
architects and landscape architects. He was a proponent of an academic program on city
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design which was to be "centered in city planning" in order to take advantage of
planning's more encompassing perspective on urban affairs. This program came to
fruition at MIT and Lynch's theory on city form is the underlying philosophy of the City
Design and Development concentration today. Although Lynch's philosophy on
planning and city form has been pivotal, planning academics have resisted bringing city
form theory to the next level. One of the problems is that there have been numerous
competing theories on what constitutes good city form. Since there are so many
conflicting theories, not all can be correct, and it would be a mistake to find the least
common denominator amongst these theories to create a unified approach to city form.
The city is not homogenous and there is no one-size-fits all approach to development.
Within city form theory there must be room to accommodate different types of cities,
districts, neighborhoods, streets, cultures, individuals, etc. "A theory of good city form
can have as one of its principles that different 'identifiable neighborhoods', be allowed to
flourish, creating a mosaic of subcultures lodged within a coherent overarching pattern at
the urban and regional scales58". The goal for a normative theory being the ability to
simultaneously create and maintain unity and diversity within the City - creating baseline
urban principles while leaving room for expression of diverse local cultures and historical
vernaculars. Compared to competing theories, New Urbanism is meant to past the test of
time because it is based upon the most admired examples of good city form in human
history. "Unencumbered with crude zeitgeist theories that mandate violent rejection of
past59, not hampered by misconceptions about the relation of freedom and order, New
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Urbanism can build on a very sturdy and resilient body of urban form 60 ." Compared to
other theories, New Urbanism follows an established path of what the American City has
traditionally been.
Additionally, New Urbanism compliments other current movements in city planning such
as sustainable development, smart growth, and ecological land use planning. Many of
these principles have an aesthetic, value-laden, normative basis. That is to say their
value cannot be established exclusively by empirical or statistical measure. These
normative principles are apparent in current planning, but have not been explicitly woven
into the coherent theory of good city form. Empirical measures are certainly important
for evaluating some of the principles included within new theories of good city form,
however there are also aesthetic and ethical components to these theories that need to be
debated on their own terms.
Future Research on Form-Based Codes and New Urbanism
"What the libertarians fear as "command-and-control" planning, is really just sensible
urban planning for modem, mixed economies61". One criticism of New Urbanism is that
it will institutionalize urban form, which will infringe upon personal freedom, consumer
choice, and exclude groups of people. New Urbanism is not meant to be a dictatorship,
prescribing a one-size-fits all image of the city. However, some proponents feel that it is
possible to make qualitative assessments of codes and guidelines. Mentioned previously,
the charette process is one of the appeals of form-based coding and New Urbanism. The
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charette is a public and transparent process for creating a community vision to guide
development regulations. After all, planning exists to serve the public interest and
according to Kevin Lynch, normative theorizing plays a critical role in that service by
helping to direct public power and resources toward the creation of cities that really are
good by comprehensive and durable criteria62. The hope is that New Urbanism in fact
brings important issues into the public realm, allowing for a constructive process that
encourages healthy debate and resolution. More research needs to be conducted on how
New Urbanism and form-based codes use the public process to guide development goals
and outcomes. Is it possible to agree upon what city form show look like for individual
communities? Is a relatively small group of people informing the public process - the
squeaky wheel getting the grease? What historic character is being preserved - is there a
commonly agreed-upon history in most instances or are there social inequities about what
history speaks the loudest and thus is represented in the code? These are all important
questions about the public charette process that need more investigation in order to
understand how the public process informs the code.
Another criticism of New Urbanism is that is deals with the micro-problems of cities,
patching up individual neighborhoods, but never looking to solving the broader issues
associated with urban form such as social equity and free movement within the city. The
radial train system meant to move people more freely through space friction has been
more effective in theory than in practice. The social theory is that face-to-face
communication allows people from different backgrounds and neighborhoods to mix and
interact on a regular basis, which is essential for building community. Without personal
62 Lynch, 1982
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connections, people become apathetic and uninterested in issues facing other groups of
people/neighborhoods, creating a homeostasis within the city. For example, if a wealthy
person is able to move about the city freely, unrestricted by adjacency or social class, and
becomes friends with a shopkeeper who participates in welfare, they are more likely to
take an interest in welfare policy since it affects someone that is part of their life. It is
essential to have a system that moves people freely through a city rather than making
them dependent on adjacent uses and spaces.
New Urbanism does not completely address issues of social equity. I should qualify this
argument by expressing that New Urbanism does not aim to solve problems of social
equity, however if New Urbanism is to become the newest theory of city form it is
essential to recognize it's smaller role within larger urban problems. Anthony Downs
speaks about the history of suburbanism and "white flight". The effect of people moving
out of the city and into the suburbs increased the gap between the wealthy and the poor.
People moving out of the city continue to use the city for its amenities and employment,
but do not necessarily give back through social capital or as tax payers.
The public school system (in particular in Massachusetts) is a perfect illustration of the
social inequities that have resulted from spread-out development and thus more
individualistic lifestyles. Schools are funded by the local property taxes within each
municipality. This means that wealthier communities that have a higher cost of living
and generate higher property taxes, have more money to put into their public school
systems. Additionally, most communities depend of tax overrides for additional financial
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support for public schools. Wealthier communities have shown greater instances of
passing tax overrides, which again means that there is more funding put into the public
schools. Since schools are the most important factor when a family is deciding on a
community to move to, the social inequities become larger. The wealthy move to
wealthy communities to secure good public education and the poor are left with
disinvested public school systems. A regional approach to city form would increase
equity in terms of shared resources, but this seems like a daunting task considering the
stressed-out American work ethic, which has become a by-product of this individualistic
mentality.
Zoning has had a tumultuous past and has wreaked havoc on traditional American
Urbanism. New Urbanism and form-based coding is certainly a sexy topic in planning,
feeding the human addiction to glorification of the past. There has not been enough time
to truly evaluate whether or not these tools are improving the built environment and more
broadly, but more significantly, improving human interaction in the City. It is obvious
that form-based codes, as a regulatory mechanism to promote New Urbanism, support
densification and more sustainable development practices, but the outcomes remain
unclear.
It can be dangerous to try to recreate the past because the city must continue to move
forward - constantly trying to maintain stability while allowing for change. Form-based
codes are creating new versions of old urban principles. This is not necessarily a bad
idea, but given the social problems that have resulted from a few decades of spatial
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segregation and dispersion, it is essential to address these social problems within the
practice of the built form. New Urbanism has a strong chance at becoming a normative
planning theory, but more intellectual thinking needs to take place to ensure that the
future of planning is not about quick fixes, but rather about holistically improving cities
so that they function as social spaces that allow for human exchange.
7.9 The Future of Form-Based Codes
The number of form-based codes continues to increase each year, and with each new
project there is yet another example of a new regulatory tool that has a faster public
process, more streamlined permitting process, and urban design goals that make sense to
the general public. More generally, significantly more communities are incorporating
New Urbanist and Smart Growth principles into their planning strategies as a means of
growing more efficiently63 . This is coupled with a return to urbanism and recognition
that current Euclidian zoning practices have created sprawling development patterns,
automobile dependency, segregation of people and uses, and detracted from what has
traditionally been our American Identity - as seen in cities built before 192064. How
much form-based coding spreads and become adopted will depend on several factors
including the dissemination of knowledge about the topic (little literature is available),
the continuing legal concern about overly prescriptive design guidelines often mistaken
for form-based code (need to better clarify this distinction), and whether or not the
communities that have adopted form-based codes are showing development outcomes
congruent with their visions and regulations65 .
63 Form-Based Codes Institute website (www.fbci.org)
64 Crawford, 2008
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California seems to be leading the pack with the creation of form-based codes throughout
the country. The state within the past five years included an endorsement of form-based
coding in its general plan guidelines. The document refers to the code as a "useful
implementation measure for achieving certain general plan goals, such as walkable
neighborhoods and mixed-use and transit-oriented development." Crawford argues that
the adoption of some of these endorsements and concurrent legislation does not
sufficiently combine the coding process with the planning process, and two separate
processes are still required. However, this state-sponsored "public service
announcement" on form-based coding has brought the practice to the forefront and has
given form-based codes a new level of credibility. This is evident through the number of
form-based code projects that have emerged since the endorsement. Other states are not
far behind California with the creation of form-based codes. Columbia Pike, Maryland;
Miami, Florida; and Arlington County, Virginia are all examples of major coding
documents that have recently been completed and are often studied for their successes.
7.10 Saratoga Springs, NY
Form-based codes need time to mature in order to better understand development
outcomes. Like all trends, there is fervor around this new regulatory technique, and an
increase in material promoting it, but no concrete evidence that proves it has lasting
power just yet. Saratoga Springs, NY is one of the few (but growing) examples of a
form-based code project that has shown endurance. Without realizing it, I have been able
to witness this transformation first-hand. As an undergraduate student at Skidmore
College, located in Saratoga Springs, and the subsequent years that I have returned to
visit the racetrack and old haunts, I have witnessed the increase in density in the
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downtown and wondered what was the impetus for such a dramatic change. As it turns
out, the City of Saratoga Springs (pop. 36,000) in 2003 (the year I graduated), adopted a
form-based code for the downtown in order to preserve and add onto its historic fabric.
This code was devised for the City by consultant Joel Russell of Northampton,
Massachusetts and Environmental Design & Research of Syracuse, New York. Saratoga
was established as a resort community centered around the racetrack and natural springs,
and for two decades had attempted to enhance the urban qualities of Broadway, the main
thoroughfare in the downtown.
In 1994, under a planned unit development, a mixed-use block called Congress Park
Center was constructed. This consisted of the transformation of a single-story
Woolworth strip shopping center into a five-story mixed-use development with first-floor
shops, and second through fifth floor offices and balconied apartments. While
construction was in progress, the City realized that a form-based code was a feasible
option for creating pedestrian-friendly, mixed-use development throughout the
downtown. Russell and EDR established three transect zones using the SmartCode
model using only the more urban transect zones (T-4 through T-6) and establishing them
exclusively within the downtown and adjacent neighborhoods. With an extremely small
budget and slew of volunteers, the City carried out the rezoning process. Through the
charette process, one of the key mandated items was that buildings be close to the street
and be at least two real stories in order to provide a true mixed-use environment and
resemble the traditional neighborhoods66 .
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The City has accommodated a significant amount of new development since adopting the
code. Once the Code was adopted, according to city planner Geoffrey Bornemann,
several mixed-use developments were proposed 67. And since then, most of them have
been built. It is true that Saratoga had a strong real estate market, which accounted for
the growth as well, but the flexibility of the new code attracted developers who were
responsive to more innovated design practices. More traditional developers who were at
first skeptical, have also started to embrace the new code. Saratoga looks and feels more
cosmopolitan and active than it did when I graduated in 2003. The difference is not
obvious however, because the historic buildings have been preserved, and the style and
massing blends into the existing downtown. Five story additions have been built on top
of buildings, but it feels appropriate as the buildings are stepped back and mostly have
balconies that break up the height. The City is certainly more vibrant with people of all
ages and incomes living in the downtown, new businesses, and the expansion of local
businesses. Additionally, sidewalk, fagade, and signage improvements have all added to
the overall character and appeal of the downtown. Saratoga Springs is one example of a
community that has taken on a form-based code and has shown results that are congruent
with community visions. This provides confidence for other communities undertaking a
form-based code, that it does work and can be very successful in maintaining community
character while allowing for new development.
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7.11 Final Conclusions
Form-based codes are an important tool that is changing the face of city planning and
reinvigorating the spirit of American urbanism. I personally believe that although there is
much to learn about form-based codes still, they undeniably resonate with people. People
understand what makes their community unique, and they understand what great cities
feel like. Reflecting on my own experiences, I grew up in a community that was bound
by community character and pride. San Luis Obispo (SLO) lives on California's Central
Coast, surrounded by vineyards to the north and south, the Pacific Ocean to the west, and
endless mountains. The City, similar to Ventura, was discovered first by the Chumash,
followed by the Spanish Missionaries and centers around both of these historic themes.
Growing up, my mom was a city planner and often took me to meetings, public
presentations, city festivals, and all-things relating to civic pride. One of my first
memories was participating in an archaeological dig within the city's historic Mission
District, before construction of SLO's first parking structure. I was present when the
archaeologists uncovered pottery shards from the Chumash Indians. This was the tip of
the iceberg, because after the dig was completed three layers of history were uncovered:
Chumash artifacts, Spanish Missionary dwellings, and remnants of the Chinese railroad
workers that inhabited the downtown during the construction of the Pacific Railroad.
These layers became incorporated into the parking structure, each level of the structure
having a design that symbolized each of the layers of SLO's history. Artifacts were put
in a display case within the structure, and public art memorialized the people that once
existed within our community.
I was deeply touched at a young age by the importance of remembering the past, and how
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the past can be incorporated into a city's present-day look, feel, and meaning. It is no
surprise that the leading practitioner of form-based coding resides in San Luis Obispo,
and worked for the County for a number of years. This I did not find out until after I had
chosen the topic of my thesis, but in retrospect and after three interviews it became clear
that Paul Crawford and I had similar feelings about community character. Fortunately,
Crawford and others have brought these shared values to other communities in hopes of
creating vibrant cities with important public spaces, diversity, and investment within the
downtown. His leadership gives me confidence that form-based codes have a bright
future.
As a practitioner, I would support and work on form-based codes and New Urbanism
under the guise that they must constantly be questioned and perhaps need a small reprieve
for the feedback loop to come full circle. I believe they are an effective tool for
preserving community character and spurring economic development. Saratoga Springs is
one example of a form-based code that has shown positive impacts and endurance. There
are still questions about whose history they are preserving and whether the public process
is truly inclusive, but this is true for any plan or development code. Form-based codes
for the creation of character are more complex, and time will still tell with examples like
Leander if they are successful. Controlling sprawl and affordable housing are certainly
successful through a form-based code, but do not tend to be primary motivations for the
creation of a code and are less controversial.
I also believe that with the enthusiasm around form-based codes, and more broadly New
Urbanism, there needs to be greater discussion about how these codes impact issues of
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social equity. Suburban sprawl has segregated people and uses from one another, and if
there is to be a new theory of city form, it must work towards bringing people and uses
back together through city design. To my knowledge, form-based codes have not
focused on this issue, and I feel that they should in order to have lasting power and create
stronger cities into the future.
In the end, form-based codes are about what it means to be part of a community. As Pix
Howell poignantly expressed, it is natural to live in a compact and mixed cormmnunity
after thousands of years of living as a tribe. People do not want to be segregated and
thrive by being around other people. Form-based codes are making an attempt to bring
communities back together to celebrate the places they live in and celebrate each other -
to celebrate the past, present and to look hopefully toward the future. Although there is
much criticism around form-based coding, I commend its proponents and practitioners
for working to improve today's American City.
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APPENDIX A
Identifying Form-Based Codes
A well-crafted form-based code is the most effective form of development regulation for
shaping pedestrian-scaled, mixed use and fine-grained urbanism. How does one
determine if a development regulation is a form-based code and a well-crafted one?
Form-based codes generally receive affirmative answers to all of the following questions:
(1) Is it a Form-Based Code?
(2) Is the code's focus primarily on regulating urban form and less on land use?
(3) Is the code regulatory rather than advisory?
(4) Does the code emphasize standards and parameters for form with predictable physical
outcomes (build-to lines, frontage type requirements, etc.) rather than relying on
numerical parameters (FAR, density, etc.) whose outcomes are impossible to predict?
(5) Does the code require private buildings to shape public space through the use of
building form standards with specific requirements for building placement?
(6) Does the code promote and/or conserve an interconnected street network and
pedestrian-scaled blocks?
(7) Are regulations and standards keyed to specific locations on a regulating plan?
(8) Are the diagrams in the code unambiguous, clearly labeled, and accurate in their
presentation of spatial configurations?
Evaluating Form-Based Codes
The next lists of questions reflect best practices of form-based coding. Effective form-
based codes usually receive affirmative answers to these questions:
(1) Is the code enforceable?
(2) Does the code implement a plan that reflects specific community intentions?
(3) Are the procedures for code administration clearly described?
(4) Is the form-based code effectively coordinated with other applicable policies and
regulations that control development on the same property?
(5) Is the code designed, intended, and programmed to be regularly updated?
(6) Is the code easy to use?
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(7) Is the overall format and structure of the code readily discernable so that users can
easily find what is pertinent to their interest?
(8) Can users readily understand and execute the physical form intended by the code?
(9) Are the intentions of each regulation clearly described and apparent even to planning
staff and citizens who did not participate in its preparation?
(10) Are technical terms used in the code defined in a clear and understandable manner?
(11) Does the code format lend itself to convenient public distribution and use?
(12) Will the code produce functional and vital urbanism?
(13) Will the code shape the public realm to invite pedestrian use and social interaction?
(14) Will the code produce walkable, identifiable neighborhoods that provide for daily
needs?
(15) Is the code based on a sufficiently detailed physical plan and/or other clear
community vision that directs development and aids implementation?
(16) Are parking requirements compatible with pedestrian-scaled urbanism?
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APPENDIX B
GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Building Disposition - The placement of a building on its Lot.
Charter of the New Urbanism (CNU) - A group of planners and architects dedicated to
revitalizing and promoting walkable, mixed-use, sustainable communities.
Civic Zones - Designation for public sites dedicated for Civic Buildings and Civic Space.
Clustered Land Development (CLD) - A Community type structured by a Standard
Pedestrian Shed oriented toward a Common Destination such as a general store, Meeting
Hall, schoolhouse, or church. CLD takes the form of a small settlement standing free in
the countryside.
Hybrid Code - Hybrid codes are codes, which use two or more zoning tools. For
example, using a form-based code in some districts but not in others or making only some
aspects of a form-based code mandatory.
Incentive Zoning - First implemented in Chicago and New York City, incentive zoning
is intended to provide a reward-based system to encourage development that meets
established urban development goals. Typically, a base level of prescriptive limitations
on development will be established and an extensive list of incentive criteria will be
established for developers to adopt or not at their discretion.
Infill Traditional Neighborhood Development (Infill TND) - A Community type
within an Urbanized, Greyfield, or Brownfield area based on a Standard Pedestrian Shed
and consisting of T-3, T-4, and/or T-5 Zones.
Main Civic Space - The Primary outdoor gathering place for a community, often
associated with an important Civic Building
Pedestrian Shed - An area that is centered on a Common Destination. It's size is related
to the average walking distances for the applicable community type.
Performance Zoning - Performance Zoning uses performance-based or goal-oriented
criteria to establish review parameters for proposed development projects in any area of a
municipality. Performance zoning often utilizes a "points-based" system whereby a
property developer can apply credits toward meeting established zoning goals through
selecting from a 'menu' of compliance options
Public Frontages - The area between the Curb of the vehicular lanes and the Frontage
Line.
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Smart Growth Principles - (1) Mix land uses, (2) Take advantage of compact building
design, (3) Create a range of housing opportunities and choices, (4) Create walkable
neighborhoods, (5) Foster distinctive, attractive communities with a strong sense of place,
(6) Preserve open space, farmland, and natural beauty and critical environmental areas,
(7) Strengthen and direct development towards existing commnunities, (8) Provide a
variety of transportation choices, (9) Make development decisions predictable, fair, and
cost effective, (10) Encourage community and stakeholder collaboration in development
decisions
Thoroughfare - Thoroughfare is a preferred technical term that refers to general
transportation-oriented public spaces. More often, thoroughfares are likened to avenues
or boulevards but never streets or roads.
Traditional Neighborhood Development (TND) - A Community type structured by a
Standard Pedestrian Shed oriented toward a Common Destination consisting of a Mixed-
Use center or Corridor, and in the form of a medium-sized settlement near a
transportation route.
Transect-Based Model - DPZ created the first transect-based model ranging from urban
to rural densities. The DPZ model transect provides six zones from least to most urban:
Natural (TI), Rural (T2), Sub-urban (T3), General Urban (T4), Urban Center (T5), and
Urban Core (T6). There are variations of these coded zones, but generally higher
numbers would be more urban and lower numbers, more rural.
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